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Abstract 
 
Forintek Canada Corp., in collaboration with the University of Northern British Columbia, 
constructed a leading edge CT log scanner at Forintek in October 2002. Applied knowledge from 
its use will significantly improve decision making in forestry and fibre utilization. Applied 
results from CT scanning research used in Sweden have shown increases in value recovery of ten 
percent, equal to one billion annually if achieved across BC’s forest estate. In this project, image 
recognition software was developed to enable identification of log shape, pith, and the 
heartwood/sapwood boundary in CT images of spruce and subalpine fir logs. External shape data 
generated by CT images were successfully transferred to a sawing simulation model and a 
methodology was developed to enable use of internal defect data from CT log images in the 
model. Format and content for a B.C. fibre database and CT image stem bank was determined. 
Phase II will see completion of software for automatic recognition of knots and quantification of 
wood density variation in four species and field testing of the fibre database. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Keywords: Computed Tomography (CT) scanning, X-ray, industrial log scanner, image 
analysis, feature detection, external shape, pith, knots, heartwood-sapwood 
boundary, decision support, fibre database, tree growth models, internal defect 
log model, sawing simulation, sawing optimization,  
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Summary 
 
Following an exceptionally rigorous international review, the Canada Foundation for Innovation 
and the BC Knowledge Development Fund approved infrastructure funding for a Computed 
Tomography (CT) log scanner laboratory to be built at Forintek Canada Corp. in Vancouver. 
This leading edge industrial CT scanner, built in collaboration with the University of Northern 
B.C., is now operational. It will substantially enhance the quality of decision making in forestry 
and resource utilization through the creation of three dimensional “glass logs” for use in the 
validation, improvement and further development of tree growth and log conversion models. Its 
successful adaptation to this purpose, however, depended on the development of enabling 
software and communication links. Needed were unique image processing software for 
recognition of internal log attributes, a format for transferring image data to a log conversion 
model, and a database for efficient storage and easy retrieval of large quantities of data. Access 
to a broadband, high speed Internet line was required to ensure effective collaboration with other 
research institutes. 
 
Using CT scanning to provide decision-makers with improved knowledge about the effect of 
various silvicultural practices on product value will increase the future value of the forest estate.  
Experience in Sweden provides both a measure of the potential economic return from effectively 
utilizing CT scanning to increase the value of the forest resource, and a measure of the 
competitive disadvantage of failing to do so. Baseline information on internal log characteristics 
stored in a Swedish “stem bank” has been used to improve log allocation decisions and sawmill 
conversion performance. In test cases at sawmills these improvements have increased product 
outturn value in the order of ten percent.  
 
The objective of this project was to develop enabling software and communication links required 
to efficiently analyze, store, and transmit large data files obtained from CT scanning of logs. 
Tasks to be completed were: 
1. To develop algorithms for the automatic detection of important log shape and internal 

attributes in CT images of individual logs, implement these algorithms in software modules, 
validate the software for subalpine fir, and export CT log shape data to a conversion model. 

2. To construct and test a relational database for the storage and retrieval of log / tree image 
data with linkages to stand and tree characteristics and end product attributes − a BC “stem 
bank”. 

3. To install and test with a collaborating institute (the University of Northern BC) a broadband 
high speed Internet link for data transmission. 

 
Software development was initiated using images from sample logs of white spruce that were 
scanned using a medical CT scanner. Cross-sectional slice planes were located 10 mm apart 
along the longitudinal axes. Tomographic reconstructions were made from the scan data 
collected at these planes. Preliminary software modules were developed to visualize 2D log 
features and to identify log shape, pith, and sapwood-heartwood boundary from reconstructed 
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CT images. These modules were successfully tested on sample logs from subalpine fir that were 
scanned by Forintek’s industrial x-ray CT scanner at cross-sectional slice planes located 25 mm 
apart along their longitudinal axes. The results demonstrated that industrial CT scanning is an 
effective tool for scanning large diameter logs.  
 
A data format was determined to import data generated from the CT image analysis software 
module into Optitek, Forintek’s sawing simulation model. The tested version of Optitek was 
capable of utilizing CT log image shape data generated by the shape detection software module.  
 
Building a fibre database and CT stem bank of value requires rigorous consideration of content, 
statistically sound sampling, and quality control of measurements and all data entry. Data are 
defined as any measurements of zones, stands, trees, or products and CT images developed by 
Forintek or by another cooperating organization. The British Columbia Fibre Database and Stem 
Bank is defined as all data resulting from the systematic sampling of zones, stands, trees, or 
products and CT images according to database standards and is a subset of a Canadian Fibre 
Database and Stem Bank being developed by Forintek’s western and eastern laboratories. 
 
Variation inherent in forestry data requires a systematic approach to reduce the cost of sampling. 
Inferences can only be made for well-defined populations. Research in other jurisdictions and 
experience from Forintek’s comprehensive resource assessment studies has demonstrated that 
consistent results relating tree growth to wood quality attributes can be obtained from relatively 
small samples if stratified, for example, by site index, tree age and growth rate.  
 
 A comprehensive set of information was proposed and discussed with foresters from industry 
and government. Opportunities to obtain much of the field information from existing research 
plots were explored. SQL Server  software was purchased and installed on a Forintek computer 
server and an efficient database format suitable for storage and easy retrieval of CT images and 
related data was developed and tested. The fibre database is organized to link wood properties to 
5 meter logs, link these logs to their respective trees and these trees to their stands of origin. This 
permits the retrieval and analysis of collections of wood property data for any desired set of 
stand, tree or log characteristics (such as BEC zone, site index, species, age, dominance, position 
in the tree etc). Summary data on key internal log features (such as number and size of knots, 
pitch pockets, volume of sapwood, average wood density etc.) will be extracted from the CT 
images and stored on-line in the database. An index to an off-line catalogue of complete CT 
images for each log will give researchers access to the raw image data files for further research.  
 
Funding from Forest Innovation Investment was provided for extension of the University of 
British Columbia fibre optic cable from the Centre for Integrated Computer Systems Research to 
Forintek Canada. This provides access to a broadband Internet line and helps to ensure effective 
collaboration with other research institutes. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Following an exceptionally rigorous international review, the Canada Foundation for Innovation 
and the BC Knowledge Development Fund provided funding for construction of a CT Wood 
Imaging Laboratory at Forintek’s Vancouver laboratory. The equipment, obtained in 
collaboration with the University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC), was installed in 
October 2002 and is now operational. The scanner, supplied by BIR Inc. of Lincolnshire, IL is an 
ACTIS 1000/3000 Computed Tomography and Digital Radiography System. Its primary 
function will be to scan logs from carefully sampled trees to create three dimensional log images 
descriptive of British Columbia’s major commercial species − a B.C. “stem bank”. Its success in 
this application depends on the development of enabling software. Collaborative use by other 
research institutes, and the broad application of research results, depended on securing fast and 
efficient communication links.  
 
Computed tomography (CT) scanning has been well investigated as means of providing internal 
feature information in wood as well as other materials (Ballard and Brown 1982; Benson-Cooper 
et al 1982; Baxes 1994; Grönlund 1992; Andersson and Walter 1995; Harless et al 1991). The 
CT scanners used in these studies were originally developed for medical applications (Burgess 
1985; Funt and Bryant 1987; Lindgren 1991) where imaging needs are very different from those 
in hardwood and softwood log processing. Medical CT scanners are effective for relatively small 
diameter (less than 50 cm) and short logs (length up to 2 m) with relatively low resolution, but 
industrial scanners with higher x-ray energies are required for high resolution penetration of 
denser logs, and logs of large diameter and standard length. This distinction was found to be 
important for locating knots in large, old subalpine fir logs. A recent Forintek study (Alkan 
2002) confirmed earlier studies (Alexander et al 1985; Ward and Pond 1980) which showed that 
wetwood tends to mask the location of knots buried within wood tissue of old/large logs making 
detection in CT images from medical scanners extremely difficult. 
 
Preliminary automatic CT image-analysis software modules were developed for locating and 
identifying log shape, pith, and the heartwood-sapwood boundary within images of white spruce 
obtained using a medical CT scanner. This software was then tested to see how well it functioned 
on CT images of large subalpine fir logs scanned with the Forintek/UNBC industrial scanner. 
Beyond the automatic detection of log shape, pith, and the heartwood-sapwood boundary, a 
visual appreciation was obtained of how well industrial x-ray computed tomography detects 
internal log defects such as wet-wood, knots, and splits within subalpine fir logs.  A protocol was 
developed for transferring CT image data to a sawing simulation model as the first step toward 
development of an internal defect sawing simulation model. Until x-ray scanners become 
commonplace in sawmill yards, an intermediate solution already tested (Lundgren 2000) is to use 
the external log shape data from 3D CT images to predict log type and internal knot size. 
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The enabling software being developed in this project is the first step toward ensuring the rapid 
application of CT scanner results in stand management and fibre allocation decisions as well as 
in sawmill optimizers throughout the province. Field sampling will be targeted such that 
verification/modification of existing tree growth models can begin as soon as CT image data 
from sample trees becomes available. It is expected that the first “virtual log decks” of CT 
images for western hemlock and lodgepole pine will be available for use to improve sawmill 
optimization programs by the spring of 2004. A functional fibre database will take more time to 
build. 
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3 Objectives 
 
The objectives of this project were:  

1) To develop algorithms for the automatic detection of important log shape and internal 
attributes in CT images of individual logs, implement these algorithms in software 
modules, validate the software for subalpine fir, and export CT log shape data to a 
conversion model.  

2) To construct and test a relational database for the storage and retrieval of log / tree 
image data with linkages to stand and tree characteristics and end product attributes − 
a BC “stem bank”. 

3) To install and test with a collaborating institute (the University of Northern BC) a 
broadband high speed Internet link for data transmission. 

 

4 Background 

4.1 Decision Support For Forest Management  
 
In 1986 Forintek Canada Corp. published “Second Growth Douglas-fir: Its Management and 
Conversion for Value” a report of the Douglas-fir Task Force (Kellogg, R.M. et al 1989). The 
report was the result of a holistic study undertaken in collaboration with the coastal industry, the 
Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada (PARICAN) and the BC Ministry of Forests 
Research Branch to develop SYLVER, a system of computer models to simulate the impact of 
Silviculture on Yield, Lumber Value, and Economic Return. The models included are a tree and 
stand growth model TASS, a sawmill simulation and optimization model SAWSIM and a 
financial analysis model FAN$Y. TASS simulates tree growth and stand development for 
alternative silvicultural assumptions, and for a given rotation age provides a profile of trees of 
given height, diameter and quality (branch size and juvenile wood content). SAWSIM converts 
logs generated from the trees into lumber assigning value based on equations relating lumber 
grade yield to average knot size and proportions of grade reducing juvenile wood in each lumber 
piece.  FAN$Y looks at costs of silvicultural treatments, revenues generated from the alternative 
values produced and discount rates to identify treatment options that yield acceptable returns. 
TASS in particular is well recognized and widely used for estimating the outcome of alternative 
silvicultural practices. The Douglas-fir Task Force emulated work in New Zealand that led to the 
development of forestry models including wood properties, log defect, log grading, log sawing, 
wood drying, etc. (Cown 1992; X. Tian and Cown. 1996 and Todoroki 1996). 
 
Following the Douglas-fir Task Force, Forintek and the Ministry of Forests conducted similar 
studies of lodgepole pine (Middleton, G.R. et al 1995; Middleton et al 1996) and western 
hemlock (Middleton et al 2000; Middleton and Munro 2001) and the results of these studies have 
been incorporated into SYLVER. Sound scientific information obtained from these studies can 
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be found already used directly and /or referenced in B.C. Ministry of Forests silvicultural 
regulations and guidelines for stand density management (British Columbia Ministry of Forests 
1999).  
 
The various task force studies provided good information, but had two major drawbacks. For 
many wood attributes, our knowledge of what occurs in the tree stem as a result of silvicultural 
practices is limited to sections taken out at 10 or 20 percent height intervals. The limitations of 
stem sectioning means that links between external tree features such as branches and internal 
features such as knot size, knot angle and knot quality (live, dead, rotten) remain tenuous. Our 
knowledge of how tree attributes impact on product value is based on snapshot milling studies 
that produce values for only one set of sawn products. Other sets of products can be simulated 
but currently these simulations cannot directly consider the effects of internal defects such as 
knots. Grade yields are predicted from relationships between average knot size and a single set of 
sawn products. More importantly, the predictive capability of equations linking lumber grade 
yield to average knot size is typically low with R2 < .40 (Middleton and Munro 1996). Our 
estimates of the value of alternative silvicultural practices can be greatly improved. 
  
The concept of a fibre database and CT stem bank was taken from similar work in Sweden 
(Grunberg et al 1995; Wilhelmsson et al 1996; Moberg L. 1999; Oja, J. 1999). Researchers in 
Sweden have taken full advantage of CT scanning to create databases for their commercial 
species. Their database for Scots pine contains information on 198 trees sampled from 33 well 
documented stands providing a broad distribution of elevation, site index, regeneration method 
and thinning strategy (Björklund and Moberg 2000). The knowledge it provides greatly reduces 
uncertainty for stand managers. The Swedish example provides a measure of the potential 
economic return from effectively utilizing CT scanning to increase the value of the forest 
resource. It also provides a measure of the competitive disadvantage of failing to do so. 
 
Having nearly perfect knowledge of internal defects in stems from CT scanning will significantly 
improve assumptions in current tree growth models. A sawing simulation model capable of 
considering internal log defects will significantly improve value optimization. Combined, these 
models will provide BC decision-makers with the ultimate tool for determining the comparative 
value of alternative silvicultural practices empowering them with much greater certainty in 
planning and decision making. 
 
This project represents the first step toward using CT scanning to provide stand managers in BC 
with knowledge comparable to that available in Sweden and to substantially reducing uncertainty 
about the validity of current decision support tools. It will take time to build up a critical mass of 
information from which good inferences can be drawn. The building of this database will not 
require the decades that go into maintaining permanent sample plots but nor will it be completed 
in a timeframe used to calculate pay back periods for production equipment.  
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4.2 Fibre Allocation Efficiency and Sawmill Performance 
 
The focus of the present project is to develop and/or improve tree growth and sawing conversion 
models that will provide improved decision support for stand managers However, we are also 
building an inventory of virtual “glass logs” that will help improve sawmilling performance. 
Internal features of logs such as wetwood, knots, cracks, pith, wood types (heartwood, sapwood) 
and other anomalies of tree growth determine their ultimate value.  Currently, in most Canadian 
sawmills, decisions for processing are based only on externally visible characteristics with little 
known about inner features.  Consequently, the full value of a stem is rarely realized.  If 
information on the internal features of the tree stems were available prior to processing, 
optimized processing plans could be devised to achieve greater value from the stems.  
 
Computer simulation of log sawing has a long history (Peter and Bamping 1962; Tsolakides 
1969; Hallock and Lewis 1971; Richards 1977; Pnevmaticos et al 1978; Occena and Tanchoco 
1989; Occena and Schmoldt 1996) and the ability to consider internal defects in sawing 
optimization has been a long-standing goal (Taylor et al 1984). A sawing model capable of 
considering internal defects in western hemlock was developed from data collected from the 
operation of an x-ray log scanner installed on Vancouver Island (Aune 1995). The installation 
was the first attempt in Canada to use x-ray scanning to increase sawing efficiency and return-to-
log. In Sweden (Grundberg 1999) used baseline information on internal log characteristics stored 
in a Swedish “stem bank” to simulate the potential of an X-ray LogScanner with two x-ray 
sources and concluded that it can measure log features such as diameter under bark, species, log 
type, knot structure, rotational position of knots, density, heartwood content, annual ring width 
and predict strength and grade of sawn boards. In test cases at sawmills, improvements achieved 
with prototype two x-ray source log scanners have increased product outturn value in the order 
of ten percent (Oja, J. 2002).  
 
Excluding pulp and paper, the value of wood manufacturing in BC in 1999 was estimated at 12.3 
billion dollars per year (Council of Forest Industries  2000). An increase of ten percent in the 
value of this production would add one billion annually to the BC economy. Achieving even a 
fraction of the success demonstrated by Sweden’s use of CT scanning would clearly produce 
significant annual returns from improved utilization that would increase over time.  
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5 Methods 

5.1 Image Recognition Software Development  

5.1.1 CT Scanning of Logs 
 
Two white spruce log segments (approximately 40 cm in diameter) were scanned using a 
medical CT scanner. Three subalpine fir trees were later available for this study: one dominant 
(DBH=54 cm), one co-dominant (DBH=35.5 cm), and one intermediate (DBH= 29.0 cm) as 
classified by industrial woodlands staff. These were bucked to standard 5 m length logs, and 
labeled for identification.  Each labeled log with a diameter larger than 50 cm was then CT-
scanned with Forintek’s industrial CT scanner in 25 mm increments along its length (Figure 1).  
 

 

    

 

 
Industrial CT Scanning/Image Reconstruction        CT feature visualizat
 

Figure 1. Industrial CT data collection for 2D image visualizatio
 
The cross sectional CT images (slices) of each log were tran
computer.  Using a systematic coding, each subdirectory was na
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log codes.  Each series of CT images of logs was the basic computational element for the 2D 
visualization and analysis. The subdirectories were transferred through Forintek’s CT scanner 
server to a computer with Matlab2 programming environment for image visualization and 
analysis. The industrial CT images had 1024x1024 pixels with 8-bit grey scale values. The 
medical CT images had 512x512 pixels and 8-bit grey scale values.  

5.1.2 CT Log Feature Visualization and Image Analysis 
 
Software architecture was developed using the Matlab programming environment to visualize 
internal log features. The software architecture is composed of the following five modules:  

• CT log-feature visualization,  
• log pith detection,  
• log shape detection,  
• sapwood-heartwood boundary detection, and  
• 3D graphical feature rendering.  

5.2 Integrating CT Log Shape and Internal Defect Data into Optitek 
 
A polygonal data format converter was developed at Forintek’s Eastern Lab that makes it 
possible to import data generated from the CT image log shape analysis software module into 
Optitek. Internal log features will be automatically extracted from the CT-images slice by slice 
and transposed into a 3D log model made of several polygons representing a cross-section of the 
internal properties as well as the outer shape. 

 

 

Figure 2. Polygon representations of log properties and shape 
 
Once the CT-images have been transposed to a 3D model, Optitek will use its own, geometry-
based, algorithms to breakdown the log according to a specific sawmill layout including 

                                                      

 
 

2Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc, copyright 2002 
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optimization settings defined by the user. The internal properties will also be involved in the 
breakdown process to generate lumber with internal properties needed for use in the next phase. 
 

 

Figure 3. Geometry-based breakdown algorithms 

 
Figure 4 shows the representation of the logs and the product after breakdown in Optitek. The 
parallel between the 3D model discussed above and the log format in Optitek is easily 
recognized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Log format representation in Optitek 
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Once the lumber has been cut, the task is to identify that part of the internal defect that intersects 
with the lumber surface in order to grade it. The images in Figure 5 show different views of the 
same lumber and the associated CT-image where the knots have been highlighted.  
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Internal defects projected on sawn lumber surfaces 
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5.3 Fibre Database & CT Stem Bank Development  
 
Database management software MS SQL Server 20003 was obtained and installed on a server 
dedicated to the CT scanner. The overall architecture, features and limitations of the SQL Server 
2000 software were examined and tested. Basic functions of Transact-SQL were tested including 
creating, deleting and modifying databases, tables, views, relationships, constraints, triggers etc. 
Methods for creating, deleting and optimizing indexes and for performing queries, joins, and 
unions were tested. Basic SQL Server tools were tested including enterprise manager, query 
analyzer, query profiler, data transformation services etc. To maintain an internationally 
recognized standard of statistical analysis, existing SAS software was replaced with a new4  
version compatible with SQL Server. 
 
The structure and content of the database were defined with reference to over twenty years of log 
and tree quality studies by Forintek and to a number of procedural manuals. Reference was made 
to the Swedish Fibre Database and to a “Data Dictionary” prepared by the Pacific Northwest 
Stand Management Cooperative (Stand Management Cooperative 1999). 
 
The database was organized to link wood properties to individual 5 metre logs; to link logs to 
their parent trees; and to link trees with their stand of origin. This will permit researchers to 
retrieve and analyze collections of wood property data for any desired set of stand, tree or log 
characteristics (such as BEC zone, site index, species, age, dominance, position in the tree etc). 
Summary data on key internal log features (such as number and size of knots, pitch pockets, 
volume of sapwood, average wood density etc.) will be extracted from the CT images and stored 
on-line in the database. An index to an off-line catalogue of complete CT images for each log 
will give researchers access to the raw image data files for further research.  

                                                      
3 SQL Server is Microsoft enterprise level software for database applications.  
  Forintek funded the acquisition of SQL and new SAS software independently. 

 
 

4 SAS Institute Inc. 2001. SAS/STAT Users Guide, Version 8.2 Cary, NC: SAS Institute Inc.. 
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6 Results and Discussion 
 

6.1 Enabling Software 
 
The code developed for the various image detection software modules discussed below is 
provided in Appendix IV. 

6.1.1 2D CT Image Re-construction and Feature Visualization Module 
 
CT image reconstruction was achieved in Forintek’s CT Imaging Centre using image 
reconstruction software (ACTIS) supplied with the scanner. Figure 6a-f shows density variation 
from the reconstructed images illustrating bark, sapwood (outer bright region), heartwood 
regions in transverse sections of the log and four internal log features within the image plane. 
Visible internal log features included knots obscured by wetwood, wetpockets, knots, and cracks, 
respectively.  
 
A qualitative comparison of selected images is provided in Appendix I. Image quality varied as a 
result of a number of laboratory start-up issues that were still being resolved. Complete log 
images were not of satisfactory quality for inclusion in a permanent CT stem bank database, but 
individual images were of sufficiently good resolution for use in software development.  
 

6.1.2 Pith Detection Software Module 
 
Figure 7 demonstrates Forintek’s pith detection software module initially developed using 
medical CT scanner images of white spruce. Pith is not always the geometric centre of the stem.  
Its divergence from the geometric centre is due to changes in surrounding wood formation.  In 
tree modeling applications precise localization of the pith in CT images is important for 
calculations of age and proportions of juvenile wood. Processing decisions based on an 
assumption of centered pith can result in the production of low quality, non-uniform end 
products.   

6.1.3 Shape Detection Software Module 
 
The efficient processing of logs into wood products is strongly determined by log external 
geometry and stem form is an important consideration in tree growth models.  Thus, shape or 
boundary analysis on CT log images are critical components of automated feature extraction, 
analysis, and feature recognition. Figure 8 illustrates the results of software developed for log 
shape detection. 
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a) wetwood and knot (subalpine fir)                  b) wetwood (subalpine fir) 

 
                             c) knots (subalpine fir)                                      d) crack (subalpine fir) 

 
                                      e) knots  (white spruce)                           f) knots  (white spruce) 
 

Figure 6. 2D CT internal log  feature visualization from CT images. 
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(subalpine fir images) 

pith 

 

(white spruce images) 

Figure 7. Graphical user interface (GUI) of preliminary image processing software 
illustrating pith detection and sapwood region in industrial CT images of 
subalpine fir and medical images of white spruce 
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6.1.4 Sapwood-heartwood Boundary Detection Module 
 
The effectiveness of software developed to delineate the sapwood region in subalpine fir and 
white spruce CT images is illustrated in Figure 8. 
 
Heartwood forms a core with roughly conical shape in the tree trunk.  Once its formation is 
initiated, the diameter and height of the core continue to increase throughout the life of a tree.  
The boundary of the heartwood has no direct relationship to growth increments; it may include a 
given ring in one part of a cross section and not at another point at the same height in the tree.  
 
The width of the sapwood expressed as a linear measure or in terms of number of growth 
increments varies in different trees of the same species and at different heights in the same tree. 
Within the tree, the sapwood is widest in the upper trunk toward the crown, and decreases in 
width toward the base.   
 
Water distribution in the sapwood of living trees, especially in hardwoods, varies with species, 
parts of the tree, season, and site conditions.  Heartwood moisture content does not fluctuate 
because there is no water movement in this region, comparable to sapwood.  Green sapwood, 
especially in softwoods, will generally have much higher moisture content (often up to 200 
percent, based on oven-dry weight).   
 
Uniformity of wood is desirable in both fiber products and solid wood products.  In products 
designed for use where insects or decay are potential problems, for example, the proportion of 
heartwood in some species is important. Extractives that provide resistance to attack by wood-
destroying organisms significantly increase the value of wood.  
 
Given the differences between the properties of heartwood and sapwood, efforts have to be 
devoted to characterize the morphology of sapwood and heartwood in CT images. They have a 
very important role in the determination of end-product uniformity and quality. 
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(subalpine fir image) 

Shape 

Sapwood boundary 

(white spruce images) 
 

Figure 8. The GUI of the preliminary image processing software illustrating shape and 
sapwood region detection in industrial CT images of subalpine fir and 
medical images of white spruce 
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6.1.5 3D Graphical Rendering Module 
 
To provide numerical volume information relating to the extracted features, 3D computer 
rendering of 2D data is required.  Figure 9 shows a 3D “glass-log” model, developed to visualize 
the extracted internal log features in 3D. 
 

Log pith 

 

Sapwood-heartwood boundary 

 
Log shape 

 

All three features combined 

 
 

Figure 9. CT based “glass log” simulating pith, heartwood-sapwood boundary, and shape. 

 

6.1.6 Image Quality 
 
Preliminary experience gained in this study confirmed that industrial CT scanning and automatic 
image analysis techniques can be used to detect shape and the internal features of large logs. The 
capabilities of industrial CT scanning were confirmed even though the image quality from the 
industrial CT scanner was not yet up to its design specifications.  The medical CT images 
produced acceptable results for small diameter logs, but images obtained from logs with 
diameters approximately 45-50 cm contained a high level of image artifacts.  Removing these 
artifacts from the images would require additional image pre-processing software modules.   
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6.1.7 Utilizing CT Image Log Shape Data In Optitek 
 
The tested version of Optitek capable of utilizing CT log image shape data generated by the 
shape detection software module is illustrated in Figure 10. The log shape data transferred to 
produce the CT image shape is given in Appendix II. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Optitek utilizing CT log shape data generated by the log shape detection software 

module. 
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6.2 Fibre Database and CT Stem Bank 

6.2.1 Definition 
 
The British Columbia Fibre Database and Stem Bank is defined as all data resulting from the 
systematic sampling of zones, stands, trees, or products and CT images according to fibre 
database standards. It is a subset of a Canadian Fibre Database and Stem Bank being developed 
by Forintek’s western and eastern laboratories. 

6.2.2 Fibre Database and CT Stem Bank Content 
 
A reasonably comprehensive list of database content was prepared. Exact methods of 
measurement have not been included because it is intended that these will follow standard 
provincial mensuration guidelines. Some single enteries may be expanded if warranted. A good 
example is “soil classification”. We expect this information to be available from the ecosystem 
classification which will be included and to which database users can refer. Data fields for the 
Fibre Database and CT Stem Bank are described below:  
 
Stand Level 
 
Stand level information includes most importantly an accurate location since repeated visits 
might be necessary to obtain all of the information required for initial and any subsequent 
studies. Stand locations will be identified with reference to B.C. Ministry of Forest guidelines for 
mapping and using Global Positioning System (GPS) Technology (B.C. Ministry of Forests 
2001a). Biogeoclimatic ecosystem classification (BEC) zone and sub zone information (B.C. 
Ministry of Forests 1991) will be obtained whenever possible from the B.C. provincial Ecology 
Program database and samples will be selected where possible in close proximity to the more 
than 15,000 sample plots that were established from 1975 to the present. A full suite of site, soil, 
vegetation, and mensuration data was collected during the development of the BEC. Sampling by 
site index, seral stage, timber type and stems per hectare (sph) can be guided by recently 
published mensuration data (B.C. Ministry of Forests 2001b). For stands with known 
establishment and treatment history, that data will be recorded.  
 
Stand level data that will be recorded is listed below with potential redundancies indicated (?): 
· stand ID 
· date of sampling 
· location – lat, long, UTM, province, region, descriptive name 
· elevation (m) 
· BEC zone and sub-zone 
· aspect (azimuth) & slope (%) 
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· slope position (macro & meso ) 
· site index (@ 50 years BH age) 
· year of establishment 
· stand density (sph) & stocking (%) 
· crown closure (%) 
· species composition (% of sph, m²/ha or m³/ha?) 
· mean tree DBH (cm), height (m), basal area (m²) 
· quadratic mean diameter (cm) 
· top height (m) 
· stand area (ha) 
· basal area (m²/ha) 
· volume (m³/ha) 
· MAI and CAI 
· stand structure classification (even-aged, uneven-aged, multi-layered etc.) and/or description 
· history (date of logging, natural disturbance, stand tending, insect/disease attack etc) 
· soil type 
· brush type and ground cover type 
· map(?) 
· stand photos(?) 
· aerial photo and/or Landsat image (?) 
 
Trees 
 
Using methods described in the B.C. Forest Service Cruising Manual (B.C. Ministry of Forests 
2002) Tree data will be collected that describes each sample tree’s position and status within the 
stand. A quality cruise will be made of each sample tree. X-ray densitometry will be used to 
determine breast-height wood density. Branch measurements will be taken on standing trees 
primarily for use with tree grading rules and for consistency with existing field data. CT images 
provide very accurate knot information (Nordmark 2002). 
 
The B.C. Ministry of Forests has just recently reaffirmed its intention to appraise the value of 
public timber on the stump.  The tree quality information listed below will permit the assignment 
of standing tree log grades in the standard 5 metre length, and the Forintek/ UNBC CT scanner 
was designed to accommodate this standard short-log length.  It will be possible to use sawing 
simulation on 3D images of 5 metre logs and test the validity of log grade classifications. 
Grading of logs with x-ray log scanners has been simulated in Sweden (Grundberg and Grönlund 
1997). Tree data to be collected is itemized below: 
· stand ID 
· tree ID 
· date of sampling 
· species 
· DBH (cm) 
· height (m) 
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· volume (m³ computed from height, DBH and taper equations) 
· MAI/CAI 
· form factor (v/gh) 
· height to base of continuous crown (m) 
· height to first green branch (m) 
· crown width (m diameter) 
· total age and/or breast-height age 
· last completed year of growth(?) 
· crown class (D,C,I,O) 
· path codes (scar, fork, crook, conk, broken top etc.) 
· quality codes (sweep, lean, spiral grain, clear quarters) 
· diameter of largest branch in first 5 metres (cm) 
· height to largest branch in first 5 metres (m) 
· breast-height bark thickness (cm) 
· stump height (cm) 
· breast-height wood density 
· whole-tree density 
· breast-height pith-to-bark wood density profile 
· breast-height pith-to-bark ring width profile 
· plot radius (m) 
· plot density (sph) 
· photograph (?) 
· genetic data (?) 
 
Plot trees (plots around sample trees) 
 
Following is list of information that will be collected on all trees within plots established around 
sample trees: 
· stand and tree ID 
· species 
· DBH (cm) 
· quality (live, dead, down etc) 
· distance to plot centre (m) 
· info on overlapping plots (?) 
 
Long logs (haul length 15-20 metres) 
 
In industrial operations haul-length logs are generally scaled and graded. Information that will be 
collected on long logs is as follows: 
· stand and tree ID 
· long log ID (position in tree) 
· top diameter (cm) 

 
 

· butt diameter (cm) 
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· length (m) 
· grade 
· gross and net volume (m³) 
· volume of juvenile wood (%) 
 
5 metre logs 
  
Information to be collected for each standard 5 m log from each sample tree is as follows: 
· stand, tree and long log ID 
· top diameter (cm) 
· butt diameter (cm) 
· length (m) 
· volume (m³) 
· bark thickness (cm) 
· average wood density 
· pith-to-bark wood density profile 
· pith-to-bark ring width profile 
· shape and offset data (relative to total stem) 
 
CT scan summary   
 
Not all trees in the fibre database will have CT images associated with them since considerable 
data has been collected already characterizing major commercial species in BC. For stems that 
are scanned and become part of the stem bank, the following scan data will be recorded: 
· object ID 
· stand, tree and log ID (for stem bank logs) 
· description of scanned object 
· scan date and (start/finish) time(s) 
· operator 
· project and/or project leader 
· scan data, eg: 

· calibration data 
· x-ray source settings (MV, mA) 
· resolution 
· scan mode (rotate only, rotate+translate, digital radiograph etc) 
· slice interval (mm) 
· etc... 

· images archived? (yes/no) 
· images on-line? (yes/no) 
· serial number of CD/DVD where image files are archived 
· device & directory path where image files are stored on-line  
Note: This stand-alone table will be used to catalogue data on all scans not just log scans. The relevant 
portions will be replicated for the database logs and added to the stem bank. 
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CT scan images (or image catalogue) object ID 
· object ID 
· slice number 
· stand, tree, long- and short-log ID (for database logs) 
· start & finish times 
· image TIFF filename 
 (Same note as for the summary table above.) 
 
Lumber 
 
The Douglas-fir Task Force project previously referenced was undertaken in recognition of the 
need for a holistic approach to the determination of wood attributes and stand values related to 
alternative silvicultural practices. Separate measurements of clear wood properties and knot sizes 
and distributions, for example, cannot provide a definitive measure of end-product properties and 
values when the end product generally produced is full-sized lumber. The structural properties of 
lumber depend not so much on any one wood attribute but on several in combination. Task force 
studies such as the Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine and western hemlock ones previously cited 
demonstrated the value of being able to relate differences in tree growth to lumber properties. 
Strength and stiffness tests of full-sized lumber require a minimum piece length that increases 
with the depth (width) of piece being tested. The Forintek/UNBC CT scanner was designed to 
accommodate this length requirement. Logs that have been scanned will be sawn and tested for 
strength and stiffness. Lumber data that will be included in the fibre database is listed below: 
· stand, tree, log ID 
· board ID 
· thickness, width, length 
· location in log (cant, sideboard) 
· grade 
· grade determining defect 
· grade based on knots only 
· % juvenile wood (?) 
· engineering properties 

· MOR/MOE in bending 
· MSR/MEL grade 
· density, MC 

 
 
Wood Properties (A separate table may be configured for each set of properties) 
 
There will be a need to record basic wood properties that are important to the production of pulp 
and other non-solid wood products. It is expected that some of these properties will be obtained 
from the CT images as opposed to traditional test methods. Examples are spiral grain, which has 
been successfully measured in “peeled” CT log images (Oja 2002) and compression wood 
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(Andersson and Walter 1995; Öhman 2001). Basic wood properties to be included in the 
database are listed below: 
· stand, tree ID 
· disk or log ID 
· average wood density 
· pith-to-bark wood density and ring width profiles 
· longitudinal shrinkage 
· moisture content 

· heartwood 
· sapwood 

· heartwood/sapwood proportion 
· spiral grain 
· compression wood area 
· juvenile wood (radius or % area) 
· engineering properties of small clear specimens 

· specimen ID 
· specimen size, location 
· MOR/MOE bending 
· UCS/MOE compression 
· UTS/MOE tension 
· density, MC 

· SilviScan5 fibre properties (?) 
· microfibril angle 
· fibre diameter (radial, tangential) 
· wall thickness (indirect) 
· coarseness (indirect) 
· ray angle 
· stiffness (indirect) 
· fibre orientation (indirect) 
· crystallinity 
· crystallite width 

                                                      

 
 

5 SilviScan is the trade name for a laboratory system that uses x-ray densitometry, x-ray diffraction and image 
processing methods to determine wood density and fibre properties. 
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6.2.3 Entity-Relationship Diagram and Table Summaries 
 
An entity-relationship diagram provided in Appendix III illustrates the tables that comprise the 
prototype database, the fields which make up each table, the fields which comprise the primary 
key for each table, and the foreign key relationships between each of the tables. 
 
Example summaries for three of the tables in the database are provided in the appendix. These 
give a more detailed break-down of each field including: field name, data type, length (in bytes), 
precision of numeric types (number of significant digits for integer and decimal types or number 
of bits for real types), scale of numeric types (number of digits to the right of the decimal place), 
and a brief description of the contents of the field. 
 

7 Conclusions 
 
Preliminary image analysis software modules provided good results for log shape, heartwood-
sapwood boundary, and pith from CT-log images. The CT image data generated by the shape 
detection software module was successfully transferred to Optitek and successfully tested. A 
protocol was developed by which Optitek can utilize internal defect data from CT log images.  
 
Trial operation of the industrial CT scanner provided a sufficient number of good quality images 
for testing the various software modules that were developed. Complete log images varied too 
much in quality as a result of laboratory start-up issues to be used in the proposed fibre database, 
but the industrial CT scanner proved to be effective in scanning large subalpine fir logs for which 
a medical scanner was inadequate. 
 
A suitable format and comprehensive content were successfully defined for initiating field 
sampling to begin populating a B.C. Fibre Database and CT Stem bank. 
 
Having nearly perfect knowledge of internal defects in stems from CT scanning will significantly 
improve assumptions in current tree growth models. A sawing simulation model capable of 
considering internal log defects will significantly improve value optimization. Combined, these 
models provide BC decision-makers with the ultimate tool for determining the comparative value 
of alternative silvicultural practices empowering them with much greater certainty in planning 
and decision making. 
  
The University of B.C. successfully completed the task of installing an optical connection to 
Forintek to provide the CT wood Imaging Laboratory with broadband Internet access suitable for 
the rapid transfer of CT image data to UNBC and other cooperating research institutes. 
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Cross-sectional CT data from subalpine fir log section  
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Example of Log Shape Data For One Image Slice 
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438 340 1 245 421 1 88 298 1  
435 343 1 241 422 1 87 294 1 Filename:A002.tif 
433 345 1 237 422 1 87 291 1 Cross-sectional scale 

(mm/pixel): 429 348 1 233 423 1 86 287 1 
426 350 1 229 423 1 86 283 1 1.17188 
422 352 1 225 423 1 85 280 1 Lengthwise scale 

(mm/slice): 419 354 1 222 421 1 85 276 1 
416 356 1 218 420 1 85 273 1 25 
412 357 1 215 418 1 85 269 1 Image size and number of 

images (xmax ymax 
zmax): 

409 359 1 211 416 1 84 266 1 
405 361 1 208 414 1 84 262 1 
402 362 1 204 412 1 84 259 1 512 512 100 
398 364 1 201 410 1 83 256 1 Slice nr: 1 
395 366 1 198 408 1 83 253 1 Pith co-ordinates (x y z): 
391 367 1 195 405 1 83 249 1 264 204 1 
388 369 1 192 403 1 82 246 1 Number of points 

describing the outer 
shape: 

385 370 1 188 401 1 82 243 1 
381 371 1 185 400 1 82 239 1 
378 373 1 182 398 1 82 236 1 360 

Outer shape (x y z): 374 374 1 179 396 1 82 233 1 
476 208 1 371 375 1 176 394 1 82 230 1 
476 211 1 367 376 1 173 392 1 83 226 1 
477 215 1 364 377 1 170 389 1 83 223 1 
477 219 1 361 379 1 167 387 1 83 220 1 
477 223 1 358 382 1 164 385 1 84 217 1 
478 226 1 356 384 1 161 383 1 84 213 1 
478 230 1 353 386 1 158 381 1 85 210 1 
478 234 1 350 388 1 155 379 1 85 207 1 
478 238 1 347 390 1 152 376 1 86 204 1 
478 242 1 344 392 1 149 374 1 86 201 1 
478 246 1 341 394 1 146 372 1 86 198 1 
478 249 1 338 396 1 144 370 1 86 195 1 
477 253 1 335 398 1 141 367 1 86 192 1 
477 257 1 331 399 1 138 365 1 86 188 1 
476 261 1 328 401 1 136 363 1 87 185 1 
476 265 1 325 402 1 133 360 1 87 182 1 
475 269 1 321 404 1 130 358 1 87 179 1 
475 272 1 318 405 1 127 356 1 88 176 1 
474 276 1 314 406 1 124 354 1 88 173 1 
473 280 1 311 408 1 121 352 1 89 170 1 
472 284 1 308 409 1 118 350 1 90 167 1 
471 288 1 304 410 1 116 347 1 90 164 1 
470 291 1 300 411 1 113 345 1 91 161 1 
468 295 1 297 412 1 110 343 1 92 158 1 
467 299 1 293 413 1 107 340 1 93 155 1 
465 302 1 290 414 1 105 338 1 94 152 1 
464 306 1 286 415 1 103 334 1 95 149 1 
462 310 1 282 415 1 101 331 1 97 146 1 
461 313 1 279 416 1 99 328 1 98 144 1 
459 317 1 275 417 1 98 325 1 99 141 1 
457 320 1 271 417 1 96 322 1 100 138 1 
454 323 1 268 418 1 95 318 1 101 135 1 
452 326 1 264 418 1 93 315 1 102 132 1 
449 329 1 260 419 1 92 312 1 103 129 1 
446 332 1 256 420 1 90 308 1 104 126 1 
444 335 1 253 420 1 89 305 1 106 123 1 
441 337 1 249 421 1 88 301 1 107 121 1 
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109 118 1 251 22 1 417 89 1 
110 115 1 254 21 1 419 91 1 
112 113 1 258 20 1 422 94 1 
114 110 1 261 20 1 424 96 1 
116 108 1 264 19 1 427 98 1 
118 106 1 267 19 1 429 101 1 
121 104 1 270 19 1 432 103 1 
123 101 1 274 19 1 434 106 1 
125 99 1 277 20 1 436 108 1 
127 97 1 280 20 1 439 111 1 
130 95 1 283 20 1 441 114 1 
132 93 1 287 21 1 444 116 1 
134 91 1 290 21 1 446 119 1 
135 88 1 293 21 1 448 122 1 
137 86 1 296 22 1 450 125 1 
139 83 1 299 23 1 453 128 1 
141 81 1 302 23 1 455 131 1 
143 78 1 306 24 1 457 134 1 
145 76 1 309 25 1 458 137 1 
147 74 1 312 26 1 460 140 1 
149 71 1 315 27 1 461 144 1 
151 69 1 318 28 1 463 147 1 
153 67 1 321 29 1 464 150 1 
156 65 1 324 30 1 465 154 1 
158 63 1 327 31 1 467 157 1 
161 62 1 330 32 1 468 161 1 
163 60 1 333 33 1 469 164 1 
166 58 1 336 33 1 470 168 1 
168 57 1 340 34 1 471 171 1 
171 55 1 343 35 1 471 175 1 
174 53 1 346 36 1 472 178 1 
176 52 1 349 37 1 473 182 1 
179 50 1 352 39 1 473 186 1 
181 48 1 355 40 1 474 189 1 
184 46 1 358 41 1 474 193 1 
186 44 1 361 43 1 474 197 1 
189 42 1 364 44 1 475 200 1 
191 41 1 367 46 1 475 204 1 
194 39 1 369 48 1 
197 37 1 372 50 1 
199 36 1 375 51 1 
202 34 1 378 53 1 
205 33 1 380 55 1 
208 32 1 383 57 1 
211 31 1 385 59 1 
214 31 1 388 61 1 
217 30 1 390 64 1 
220 29 1 393 66 1 
223 29 1 395 68 1 
227 28 1 398 70 1 
230 27 1 400 73 1 
233 27 1 402 75 1 
236 26 1 404 78 1 
239 25 1 407 80 1 
242 24 1 409 83 1 
245 23 1 411 85 1 
248 22 1 414 87 1 
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 385 348 1 207 389 1 91 253 1 
Number of points 

describing the 
heartwood/sapwood 

boundary: 

382 350 1 204 388 1 91 250 1 
380 352 1 201 387 1 90 247 1 
377 354 1 198 386 1 89 244 1 
375 356 1 195 384 1 89 241 1 

360 372 358 1 192 382 1 88 238 1 
Heartwood/sapwood 

boundary (x y z): 
369 360 1 189 380 1 88 235 1 
366 362 1 186 378 1 88 232 1 

452 207 1 364 364 1 184 376 1 88 229 1 
454 211 1 361 365 1 181 374 1 88 226 1 
455 214 1 358 367 1 178 372 1 88 223 1 
456 217 1 355 369 1 176 370 1 88 219 1 
457 221 1 352 370 1 173 368 1 88 216 1 
458 224 1 349 372 1 171 366 1 88 213 1 
459 228 1 346 373 1 168 364 1 88 210 1 
460 231 1 344 375 1 165 362 1 89 207 1 
460 235 1 341 376 1 163 360 1 89 204 1 
461 239 1 338 377 1 160 358 1 90 201 1 
460 242 1 335 379 1 158 356 1 90 198 1 
460 246 1 331 380 1 155 354 1 91 195 1 
459 249 1 328 381 1 153 352 1 92 192 1 
458 252 1 325 382 1 150 349 1 92 189 1 
457 256 1 322 383 1 148 347 1 93 186 1 
456 259 1 319 384 1 146 345 1 94 183 1 
455 262 1 316 385 1 143 343 1 95 180 1 
454 266 1 313 386 1 141 341 1 96 177 1 
453 269 1 309 386 1 139 338 1 97 175 1 
452 272 1 306 387 1 136 336 1 98 172 1 
451 276 1 303 388 1 134 334 1 99 169 1 
449 279 1 300 388 1 132 331 1 100 166 1 
448 282 1 297 389 1 130 329 1 102 164 1 
447 285 1 293 390 1 128 327 1 103 161 1 
445 288 1 290 391 1 126 324 1 104 158 1 
444 292 1 287 392 1 124 322 1 106 156 1 
442 295 1 284 393 1 122 319 1 107 153 1 
440 298 1 281 394 1 120 317 1 109 150 1 
439 301 1 277 395 1 118 314 1 110 148 1 
437 304 1 274 396 1 116 311 1 111 145 1 
435 307 1 271 397 1 114 309 1 112 143 1 
433 309 1 267 397 1 113 306 1 114 140 1 
431 312 1 264 398 1 111 303 1 115 138 1 
428 315 1 261 398 1 109 301 1 116 135 1 
426 317 1 257 398 1 108 298 1 118 133 1 
424 320 1 254 398 1 106 295 1 119 130 1 
421 323 1 250 398 1 105 292 1 121 128 1 
419 325 1 247 397 1 103 289 1 122 125 1 
417 328 1 244 397 1 102 286 1 124 123 1 
414 330 1 240 397 1 101 284 1 125 121 1 
411 332 1 237 396 1 100 281 1 127 118 1 
408 334 1 234 396 1 99 278 1 129 116 1 
406 336 1 230 395 1 98 275 1 130 114 1 
403 338 1 227 394 1 97 272 1 132 112 1 
400 340 1 224 394 1 96 269 1 134 109 1 
397 342 1 220 393 1 95 266 1 136 107 1 
394 343 1 217 392 1 94 263 1 137 105 1 
391 345 1 214 391 1 93 260 1 139 103 1 
388 347 1 211 390 1 92 257 1 141 101 1 
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143 99 1 287 38 1 431 126 1 
145 96 1 290 39 1 433 129 1 
146 94 1 293 39 1 435 131 1 
148 92 1 296 39 1 437 134 1 
150 90 1 299 40 1 438 137 1 
152 88 1 302 40 1 440 140 1 
154 86 1 305 41 1 441 143 1 
156 84 1 308 41 1 442 146 1 
158 82 1 310 42 1 443 149 1 
160 80 1 313 43 1 444 152 1 
162 78 1 316 43 1 445 156 1 
164 76 1 319 44 1 445 159 1 
166 74 1 322 45 1 446 162 1 
168 72 1 325 46 1 447 165 1 
171 71 1 327 47 1 447 168 1 
173 69 1 330 48 1 448 172 1 
175 67 1 333 49 1 448 175 1 
177 65 1 336 50 1 449 178 1 
180 64 1 338 52 1 449 181 1 
182 62 1 341 53 1 450 184 1 
184 60 1 344 54 1 450 188 1 
187 59 1 346 56 1 450 191 1 
189 57 1 349 57 1 451 194 1 
192 56 1 352 58 1 451 197 1 
194 54 1 354 60 1 451 201 1 
197 53 1 357 61 1 451 204 1 

 199 52 1 359 63 1 
202 50 1 362 64 1 
205 49 1 364 66 1 
207 48 1 367 68 1 
210 47 1 369 69 1 
213 46 1 372 71 1 
215 45 1 374 73 1 
218 45 1 376 75 1 
221 44 1 379 76 1 
224 43 1 381 78 1 
227 43 1 384 80 1 
230 42 1 386 82 1 
232 41 1 388 84 1 
235 41 1 391 86 1 
238 40 1 393 88 1 
241 40 1 395 90 1 
244 40 1 397 92 1 
247 39 1 400 94 1 
250 39 1 402 96 1 
252 39 1 405 98 1 
255 38 1 407 100 1 
258 38 1 410 102 1 
261 38 1 412 104 1 
264 38 1 415 106 1 
267 38 1 417 108 1 
270 38 1 420 111 1 
273 38 1 422 113 1 
276 38 1 424 115 1 
279 38 1 426 118 1 
281 38 1 428 121 1 
284 38 1 430 123 1 
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APPENDIX III 
 

Entity-relationship Diagram and Sample Summary Tables  
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Code for CT Image Recognition Software Modules  
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) FOR THE SOFTWARE MODULES 
 
 
function varargout = analyzeCT(varargin) 
 
% Graphical User Interface that makes it possible to import tif and DICOM-files, 
% create a 3D-log and view and analyze the images. 
% TESTGUI Application M-file for testGUI.fig 
%    FIG = TESTGUI launch testGUI GUI. 
%    TESTGUI('callback_name', ...) invoke the named callback. 
 
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.0 03-March-2003 09:33:45 
 
if nargin == 0  % LAUNCH GUI 
 
 fig = openfig(mfilename,'reuse'); 
 
 % Generate a structure of handles to pass to callbacks, and store it. 
 handles = guihandles(fig); 
 guidata(fig, handles); 
 if nargout > 0 
  varargout{1} = fig; 
 end 
 
elseif ischar(varargin{1}) % INVOKE NAMED SUBFUNCTION OR CALLBACK 
 
 try 
  if (nargout) 
   [varargout{1:nargout}] = feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard 
  else 
   feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard 
  end 
 catch 
  disp(lasterr); 
 end 
 
end 
 
%| ABOUT CALLBACKS: 
%| GUIDE automatically appends subfunction prototypes to this file, and  
%| sets objects' callback properties to call them through the FEVAL  
%| switchyard above. This comment describes that mechanism. 
%| 
%| Each callback subfunction declaration has the following form: 
%| <SUBFUNCTION_NAME>(H, EVENTDATA, HANDLES, VARARGIN) 
%| 
%| The subfunction name is composed using the object's Tag and the  
%| callback type separated by '_', e.g. 'slider2_Callback', 
%| 'figure1_CloseRequestFcn', 'axis1_ButtondownFcn'. 
%| 
%| H is the callback object's handle (obtained using GCBO). 
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%| 
%| EVENTDATA is empty, but reserved for future use. 
%| 
%| HANDLES is a structure containing handles of components in GUI using 
%| tags as fieldnames, e.g. handles.figure1, handles.slider2. This 
%| structure is created at GUI startup using GUIHANDLES and stored in 
%| the figure's application data using GUIDATA. A copy of the structure 
%| is passed to each callback.  You can store additional information in 
%| this structure at GUI startup, and you can change the structure 
%| during callbacks.  Call guidata(h, handles) after changing your 
%| copy to replace the stored original so that subsequent callbacks see 
%| the updates. Type "help guihandles" and "help guidata" for more 
%| information. 
%| 
%| VARARGIN contains any extra arguments you have passed to the 
%| callback. Specify the extra arguments by editing the callback 
%| property in the inspector. By default, GUIDE sets the property to: 
%| <MFILENAME>('<SUBFUNCTION_NAME>', gcbo, [], guidata(gcbo)) 
%| Add any extra arguments after the last argument, before the final 
%| closing parenthesis. 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = GetLogButton_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% Get CT images in DICOM format and initiate coordinates, lut and thresholds 
% Also asks for information about the resolution, both lengthwise and in the cross section 
 
 
%%//  The read_dicom_or_tif_log function has been changed to have more outputs 
[handles.orig,handles.name,handles.ymax,handles.xmax,handles.zmax] = read_dicom_or_tif_log; 
 
handles.cross(handles.ymax, handles.xmax) = uint8(0); 
handles.hor(1,handles.xmax,handles.zmax) = uint8(0); 
handles.vert(handles.ymax,1,handles.zmax) = uint8(0); 
 
%%//  The following varibles are just boolean operators, so they do not require too much memory. 
handles.foundpith = uint8(0); 
handles.foundshape = uint8(0); 
handles.findyearrings = uint8(1); 
handles.markfeature = uint8(0); 
 
% tmp  = inputdlg('Field of view for CT images (mm)','Field of View',1,{'500'}); 
% handles.crosscale = str2num(tmp{1,1})/handles.xmax; 
handdles.crosscale = 500; 
 
% tmp  = inputdlg('Distance between images (mm)','Scale in the lenthwise direction',1,{'10'}); 
% handles.lengthscale  = str2num(tmp{1,1}); 
handles.lengthscale = 10; 
 
handles.xc = ceil(handles.xmax/2); 
handles.xspan = floor((handles.xmax-1)/2); 
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handles.yc = ceil(handles.ymax/2); 
handles.yspan = floor((handles.ymax-1)/2); 
handles.ctlog = handles.orig; % ctlog is the data used for visualization, orig is the original data used for calculations 
handles.lut = bw256;   
handles.newlut = handles.lut; % lut is the original look-up table, newlut makes it possible to use sliders to change 
the look-up table 
handles.lscale = 10; 
handles.hightresh = 240;   % values between sapthres and highthres are red in newlut 
handles.sapthres = 240; 
handles.x = floor(handles.xmax/2); 
handles.y = floor(handles.ymax/2); 
handles.z = 1; 
 
% Initiate Sliders 
set(handles.xpos_slider_tag,'Max',handles.xmax); 
set(handles.xpos_slider_tag,'SliderStep',[1/handles.xmax 0.1]); 
set(handles.xpos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.x); 
set(handles.show_xpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.x)); 
set(handles.ypos_slider_tag,'Max',handles.ymax); 
set(handles.ypos_slider_tag,'SliderStep',[1/handles.ymax 0.1]); 
set(handles.ypos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.y); 
set(handles.show_ypos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.y)); 
set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'Max',handles.zmax); 
set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.z); 
set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'SliderStep',[1/handles.zmax 0.1]); 
set(handles.show_zpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.z)); 
 
set(handles.hightresh_slider,'Max',handles.hightresh); 
set(handles.hightresh_slider,'Value',handles.hightresh); 
set(handles.showhightresh,'String',num2str(handles.hightresh)); 
 
set(handles.sapthres_slider,'Max',handles.sapthres); 
set(handles.sapthres_slider,'Value',handles.sapthres); 
set(handles.showsapthres,'String',num2str(handles.sapthres)); 
 
clear tmp; 
 
 
% Cut images and show them 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = hightresh_slider_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Choose high threshold limit 
% Pixels with values between the high and sapwood limits 
% will show up in red  
 
 
handles.hightresh = round(get(h,'value')); 
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% Make sure that highthres>=sapthres 
if handles.hightresh<handles.sapthres 
    handles.hightresh = handles.sapthres; 
    set(h,'value',handles.sapthres); 
end 
tmp = handles.hightresh; 
handles.newlut = densinterval(handles.lut,handles.sapthres,handles.hightresh); 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
imshow(handles.cross,handles.newlut); 
axes(handles.showhor_tag); 
imshow(handles.hor,handles.newlut); 
set(handles.showhightresh,'String',num2str(handles.hightresh)); % Display threshold limit 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = sapthres_slider_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Choose threshold limit or separation between sapwood and sapwood. 
% Pixels with values between the high and sapwood limits 
% will show up in red  
 
handles.sapthres = round(get(h,'value')); 
% Make sure that sapthres<=highthres 
if handles.sapthres<1 
    handles.sapthres = 1; 
    set(h,'value',1); 
end 
if handles.sapthres>handles.hightresh 
    handles.sapthres = handles.hightresh; 
    set(h,'value',handles.hightresh); 
end 
handles.newlut = densinterval(handles.lut,handles.sapthres,handles.hightresh); 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
imshow(handles.cross,handles.newlut); 
axes(handles.showhor_tag); 
imshow(handles.hor,handles.newlut); 
set(handles.showsapthres,'String',num2str(handles.sapthres)); % Display threshold limit 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = showhightresh_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = showsapthres_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = findsap_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% Automatic search for a suitable threshold limit for separation between 
% heartwood and sapwood. The value can be changed using the slider. 
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% Empirically based algorithm 
% The density histogram of a green cross section normally has a local 
% minima between the heartwood peak and the sapwood peak 
 
[histdata, x] = imhist(handles.orig); 
[index,value] = localmin(histdata,10); 
 
%%%// valueIndex is used to replace the while loop.... 
valueIndex = find(index >= 65); 
 
%%%%%  Taken out. 
% i = 1; 
% while index(i)<65 
%     i = i + 1; 
% end 
%%%%%% 
 
handles.sapthres = index(valueIndex(1)); 
set(handles.sapthres_slider,'Value',handles.sapthres); 
handles.newlut = densinterval(handles.lut,handles.sapthres,handles.hightresh); 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
imshow(handles.cross,handles.newlut); 
axes(handles.showhor_tag); 
imshow(handles.hor,handles.newlut); 
set(handles.showsapthres,'String',num2str(handles.sapthres)); 
 
%%%// deallocation of unused variables. 
clear hisdata; 
clear x; 
clear index; 
clear value; 
clear valueIndex; 
 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = zpos_slider_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Makes it possible to choose z-position for the  
% cross-sectional image. 
 
handles.z = round(get(h,'value')); 
if handles.z<1 
    handles.z = 1; 
    set(h,'value',1); 
end 
if handles.z>handles.zmax 
    handles.z = handles.zmax; 
    set(h,'value',handles.zmax); 
end 
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% Cut images and show them 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
 
set(handles.show_zpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.z)); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = show_zpos_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = xpos_slider_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Makes it possible to choose x-position for the  
% vertical image. 
 
handles.x = round(get(h,'value')); 
if handles.x<1 
    handles.x = 1; 
    set(h,'value',1); 
end 
if handles.x>handles.xmax 
    handles.x = handles.xmax; 
    set(h,'value',handles.xmax); 
end 
 
% Cut images and show them 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
 
set(handles.show_xpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.x)); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = show_xpos_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = ypos_slider_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Makes it possible to choose y-position for the  
% horizontal image. 
 
handles.y = round(get(h,'value')); 
tmp = handles.y; 
if handles.y<1 
    handles.y = 1; 
    set(h,'value',1); 
end 
if handles.y>handles.ymax 
    handles.y = handles.ymax; 
    set(h,'value',handles.ymax); 
end 
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% Cut images and show them 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
 
set(handles.show_ypos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.y)); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = show_ypos_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = findpith_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Automatic detection of the pith 
 
%%%// pith.x and pith.y changed to uint16 to lower memory usage. 
handles.pith.x(handles.zmax) = uint16(0); 
handles.pith.y(handles.zmax) = uint16(0); 
 
handles.foundpith = uint8(1); 
hwait = waitbar(0,'Finding the pith. Please wait...'); 
 
if handles.xmax==0 % Filtersizes suitable for 256by256 images (according to initial tests) 
    medianfiltsize = 7; 
    elementsize = 8; 
    handles.crossize = 2; 
else                 % Filtersizes suitable for all image sizes and they are important for analysis (according to initial tests) 
%%% these values may have to be adjusted to suit the need a different species. 
    medianfiltsize = 14; 
    elementsize = 16; 
    handles.crossize = 5; 
end 
 
 
for z = 1:handles.zmax 
    [x,y] = measurepithpos(handles.orig(:,:,z),handles.sapthres,medianfiltsize,elementsize); 
    handles.pith.x(z) = round(x); 
    handles.pith.y(z) = round(y); 
    waitbar(z/handles.zmax) 
end 
 
%%// deallocation of variables. 
clear x; 
clear y; 
clear elementsize; 
clear medianfiltsize; 
 
% Filter the pith coordinates (in the lengthwise direction) with a median filter 
% followed by a smoothing (averaging) 
% The length of the filters should be adjusted when more data is accessible 
medianlength = 2; % Medianvalue over 1+2*medianlength 
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averagelength = 5; % Averagevalue over 1+2*averagelength 
handles.pith.x = medfilt1_jo(handles.pith.x,medianlength); 
handles.pith.y = medfilt1_jo(handles.pith.y,medianlength); 
handles.pith.x = avgfilter(handles.pith.x,averagelength); 
handles.pith.y = avgfilter(handles.pith.y,averagelength); 
 
 
% % Mark the pith with a cross 
for z = 1:handles.zmax  
    handles.ctlog(round(handles.pith.y(z)-2:handles.pith.y(z)+2),round(handles.pith.x(z)),z) = 254; 
    handles.ctlog(round(handles.pith.y(z)),round(handles.pith.x(z)-2:handles.pith.x(z)+2),z) = 254; 
end 
 
%%// deallocation of variables. 
clear z; 
clear medianlenght; 
clear averagelength; 
 
close(hwait) 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = findpithman_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% Makes it possible to mark the position of the pith manually. 
% The pith is marked every dist images where dist is set using the dialog. 
% The coordinates describing the pith is interpolated for the rest of the images. 
 
handles.foundpith = 0; 
handles.pith.x = []; 
handles.pith.y = []; 
 
 
zold = handles.z; 
 
dist  = inputdlg('Number of slices between manual detection of the pith?','Manual pith detection',1,{'10'}); 
dist = str2num(dist{1,1}); 
handles.z = 1; 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
[x,y] = ginput(1); 
handles.pith.x(1) = round(x); 
handles.pith.y(1) = round(y); 
for z=1+dist:dist:handles.zmax 
    handles.z = z; 
    handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
 [x,y] = ginput(1); 
 handles.pith.x(z) = round(x); 
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 handles.pith.y(z) = round(y); 
     
    % Interpolation 
    for i = z-dist:z 
        handles.pith.x(i) = handles.pith.x(z-dist) + (i-(z-dist))/dist*(handles.pith.x(z)-handles.pith.x(z-dist)); 
        handles.pith.y(i) = handles.pith.y(z-dist) + (i-(z-dist))/dist*(handles.pith.y(z)-handles.pith.y(z-dist)); 
    end 
end 
if handles.zmax>z 
 handles.z = handles.zmax; 
 handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
 [x,y] = ginput(1); 
 handles.pith.x(handles.zmax) = round(x); 
 handles.pith.y(handles.zmax) = round(y); 
 
     
    %%// The loop below should holds some potentical changes. 
    % Interpolation 
  i = z:handles.zmax 
        handles.pith.x(i) = handles.pith.x(z) + (i-z)/(handles.zmax-z)*(handles.pith.x(handles.zmax)-handles.pith.x(z)); 
        handles.pith.y(i) = handles.pith.y(z) + (i-z)/(handles.zmax-z)*(handles.pith.y(handles.zmax)-handles.pith.y(z)); 
  
end 
 
% Mark the pith with a cross 
for z = 1:handles.zmax  
    handles.ctlog(round(handles.pith.y(z)-2:handles.pith.y(z)+2),round(handles.pith.x(z)),z) = 254; 
    handles.ctlog(round(handles.pith.y(z)),round(handles.pith.x(z)-2:handles.pith.x(z)+2),z) = 254; 
end 
 
handles.z = zold; 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = findshape_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
% Finds the shape of the log based on the threshold limit sapthres 
% Measures radial density profiles every deg_dist degrees 
% The log radius, heartwood radius and annual rings within the heartwood are measured for each profile 
% The log and heartwood radii are interpolated to give a value for every degree  
 
% %%// trial allocation to replace handles.shape(z) 
% %%// If we use these variables rather than the ones with the handles, 
% %%// the program runs faster.  But data would not be saved after this function ends. 
% xsap_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
% rsap_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
% ysap_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
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% xheart_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
% yheart_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
% rheart_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
 
%%% preallocation for struct shape. 
shape(1:handles.zmax) = struct('xsap', zeros(1,360), 'ysap', zeros(1,360), 'rsap', zeros(1,360), 'xheart', zeros(1,360),... 
    'yheart', zeros(1,360), 'rheart', zeros(1,360)); 
 
handles.shape = shape; 
clear shape; 
 
% deg_dist  = inputdlg('Angular distance between points (degrees)','Shape detection',1,{'10'}); %%%%%/////1 
% deg_dist = str2num(deg_dist{1,1}); 
deg_dist = 10; 
 
% filterlength  = inputdlg('Length of tangential filter for heartwood border. 0 means no filtering','Heartwood 
filter',1,{'5'}); %%%%///30 
% filterlength = str2num(filterlength{1,1}); 
filterlength = 5; 
 
handles.foundshape = 1; 
hwait = waitbar(0,'Finding the shape of the log. Please wait...'); 
 
%%% preallocation for log_cylcoord. 
handles.log_cylcoord(size(handles.orig,1),360,handles.zmax) = uint8(0); 
 
for z = 1:handles.zmax 
    % Find the shape of the cross section and the heartwood/sapwood border 
    
[handles.shape(z).xsap,handles.shape(z).ysap,handles.shape(z).rsap,handles.shape(z).xheart,handles.shape(z).yheart,
handles.shape(z).rheart,... 
     handles.shape(z).x_yearring,handles.shape(z).y_yearring, handles.log_cylcoord(:,:,z)] =... 
        
find_cross_section_shape(handles.orig(:,:,z),handles.pith.x(z),handles.pith.y(z),handles.sapthres,deg_dist,handles.x
max,filterlength,handles.findyearrings); 
   
%%%// this is just another form of the above function call. 
%%%// it uses the temp variables above and it ignores log_cylcoord. 
%%%// if log_cylcoord is ignored, the program runs much faster. 
%// trial preallocation usage.   
% [xsap_temp(z,:),ysap_temp(z,:),rsap_temp(z,:),xheart_temp(z,:),yheart_temp(z,:),rheart_temp(z,:),... 
%      handles.shape(z).x_yearring,handles.shape(z).y_yearring] =... 
%         
find_cross_section_shape(handles.orig(:,:,z),handles.pith.x(z),handles.pith.y(z),handles.sapthres,deg_dist,handles.x
max,filterlength,handles.findyearrings); 
    waitbar(z/handles.zmax) %%%%//// 
     
    % Mark the shape of the cross section and the heartwood/sapwood border 
 
     for i = 1:length(handles.shape(z).ysap) 
        handles.ctlog(round(handles.shape(z).ysap(i)),round(handles.shape(z).xsap(i)),z) = 254; 
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        handles.ctlog(round(handles.shape(z).yheart(i)),round(handles.shape(z).xheart(i)),z) = 254; 
    end 
     
    if handles.findyearrings 
        % Mark year rings 
        for i=1:length(handles.shape(z).x_yearring) 
            handles.ctlog(round(handles.shape(z).y_yearring(i)),round(handles.shape(z).x_yearring(i)),z) = 254; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
close(hwait) 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = saveshape_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Saves data describing the shape of the log and the position of the pith 
 
handles = save_shape_and_pith(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = pushbutton10_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Saves data describing the position of the pith 
 
handles = save_pith(h,handles); 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = mark_feature_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Makes it posible to mark different areas in the log 
 
%%% added this if condition so that this function is not ran if the 
%%% feature scroll bar is at the default value. 
type = round(get(h,'value')); 
if(type == 1) 
    break; 
end 
 
%%%  don't believe the following is slow at all. 
%%% and don't believe it can be faster than this. 
if ~handles.markfeature 
    % Create a volume of the same size as the log but only zeros 
    handles.feature = uint8(zeros(handles.ymax,handles.xmax,handles.zmax)); 
    handles.markfeature = 1; 
end 
% % type = round(get(h,'value')); % Returns value for the feature type 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
[x,y] = ginput; % Returns coordinates describing the area 
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% Visualization, i.e. gives gray scale value 253 for feature type 2 
im = roipoly(handles.feature(:,:,handles.z),round(x),round(y)); 
handles.ctlog(:,:,handles.z) = immultiply(handles.ctlog(:,:,handles.z),~im); 
handles.ctlog(:,:,handles.z) = imadd(handles.ctlog(:,:,handles.z),immultiply(im,255-type));  
 
% Feature type 2 has value 2 in feature volume 
handles.feature(:,:,handles.z) = immultiply(handles.feature(:,:,handles.z),~im); 
handles.feature(:,:,handles.z) = imadd(handles.feature(:,:,handles.z),immultiply(im,type)); 
 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
set(h,'Value',1); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = save_trnset_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Creates data set that makes it possible to train different mathematical models for classification etc 
 
npt  = inputdlg('Number of randomly chosen pixels in training set','Training set',1,{'1000'}); 
npt = str2num(npt{1,1}); 
button = questdlg('Do you want to filter in the radial direction?'); 
radfilt=strcmp(button,'Yes'); 
drad = inputdlg('Size of neighbourhood/filter in radial direction (2 -> +-2)','Training set',1,{'2'}); 
drad = str2num(drad{1,1}); 
dtang = inputdlg('Size of neighbourhood in tangential direction (2 -> +-2)','Training set',1,{'2'}); 
dtang = str2num(dtang{1,1}); 
dlong = inputdlg('Size of lengthwise neighbourhood (1 -> +-1)','Training set',1,{'1'}); 
dlong = str2num(dlong{1,1}); 
dcross = max(drad,dtang); 
 
i = 0; 
hwait = waitbar(0,'Creating a training set. Please wait...'); 
 
% Finds npt random points within the volume specified by the log cross sections 
%%// preallocation...?? 
    trnset = zeros(npt, (2*dlong + 1)*(2*drad + 1)*(2*dtang + 1) + 8); 
 
while i<npt 
    rnd_nr = rand(1,3); 
    x = dcross + ceil(rnd_nr(1,1)*(handles.xmax-2*dcross)); 
    if x==dcross 
        x = 1 + dcross; 
    end 
    y = dcross + ceil(rnd_nr(1,2)*(handles.ymax-2*dcross)); 
    if y==dcross 
        y = 1 + dcross; 
    end 
    z = dlong + ceil(rnd_nr(1,3)*(handles.zmax-2*dlong)); 
    if z==dlong 
        z = 1 + dlong; 
    end 
    fi = round(180/pi*atanjo((y-handles.pith.y(z)),(x-handles.pith.x(z)))); 
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    if fi==0 
        fi = 360; 
    end 
     
    r = sqrt((y-handles.pith.y(z))^2 + (x-handles.pith.x(z))^2); 
    tst = handles.shape(z).rsap(fi); 
    if r<handles.shape(z).rsap(fi) 
        handles.ctlog(y-2:y+2,x,z) = 254; 
        handles.ctlog(y,x-2:x+2,z) = 254; 
        i = i + 1; 
        waitbar(i/npt) 
        [dx,dy] = rotatecoord(fi,drad,dtang); % Returns tangentially aligned coordinates at fi degrees 
        trnset(i,1) = double(handles.feature(y,x,z)); % Feature type 
        trnset(i,2) = double(fi); % Angle for the chosen point 
        trnset(i,3) = double(r); % Radius for the chosen point 
        trnset(i,4) = double(handles.shape(z).rsap(fi)); % Log radius at that angle and height 
        trnset(i,5) = double(handles.shape(z).rheart(fi)); % Heartwood radius at that angle and height 
        trnset(i,6) = double(r/handles.shape(z).rsap(fi)); % Radius as fraction of the log radius 
        trnset(i,7) = double(r/handles.shape(z).rheart(fi)); % Radius as fraction of the heartwood radius 
        trnset(i,8) = double(r<handles.shape(z).rheart(fi)); % 1 for heartwood, 0 for sapwood 
        nvar = 8; 
         
        % Save density values for a tangentially aligned 5by5by5 volume 
            % Save density values for a tangentially aligned (2*dtang+1) by (2*drad+1) volume 
        if radfilt 
            for dz = -dlong:dlong 
                loop = 0; 
                for iy = -dtang:dtang 
                    sum = 0; 
                    for ix = -drad:drad 
                        loop = loop + 1; 
                        sum = sum + double(handles.orig(y+dy(loop),x+dx(loop),z+dz)); 
                    end 
                    nvar = nvar + 1; 
                    trnset(i,nvar) = double(sum/(2*drad+1)); 
    end   
            end 
        else 
            for dz = -dlong:dlong 
                loop = 0; 
                 
                for iy = -dtang:dtang 
                    for ix = -drad:drad 
                        loop = loop + 1; 
                        nvar = nvar + 1; 
                        trnset(i,nvar) = double(handles.orig(y+dy(loop),x+dx(loop),z+dz)); 
                    end 
    end   
            end 
        end 
    end 
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end 
close(hwait) 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
npt  = inputdlg('Number of manually chosen pixels in in each cross section','Training set',1,{'10'}); 
npt = str2num(npt{1,1}); 
 
% Makes it possible to add npt manually chosen points from each cross section to the data set 
for z = 1+dlong:handles.zmax-dlong 
    handles.z = z; 
    handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
    set(handles.show_zpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.z)); 
    set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.z); 
     
     
    for ipt = 1:npt 
        [xpt,ypt] = ginput(1); 
        x = round(xpt); 
        y = round(ypt); 
        handles.ctlog(y-2:y+2,x,z) = 254; 
        handles.ctlog(y,x-2:x+2,z) = 254; 
        handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
         
        fi = round(180/pi*atanjo((y-handles.pith.y(z)),(x-handles.pith.x(z)))); 
        if fi==0 
            fi = 360; 
        end 
        r = sqrt((y-handles.pith.y(z))^2 + (x-handles.pith.x(z))^2); 
        handles.ctlog(y,x,z) = 254; 
        i = i + 1; 
        [dx,dy] = rotatecoord(fi,drad,dtang); % Returns tangentially aligned coordinates at fi degrees 
        trnset(i,1) = double(handles.feature(y,x,z)); 
        trnset(i,2) = double(fi); 
        trnset(i,3) = double(r); 
        trnset(i,4) = double(handles.shape(z).rsap(fi)); 
        trnset(i,5) = double(handles.shape(z).rheart(fi)); 
        trnset(i,6) = double(r/handles.shape(z).rsap(fi)); 
        trnset(i,7) = double(r/handles.shape(z).rheart(fi)); 
        trnset(i,8) = double(r<handles.shape(z).rheart(fi)); 
        nvar = 8; 
 
                % Save density values for a tangentially aligned 5by5by5 volume 
        if radfilt 
            for dz = -dlong:dlong 
                loop = 0; 
                for iy = -dtang:dtang 
                    sum = 0; 
                    for ix = -drad:drad 
                        loop = loop + 1; 
                        sum = sum + double(handles.orig(y+dy(loop),x+dx(loop),z+dz)); 
                    end 
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                    nvar = nvar + 1; 
                    trnset(i,nvar) = double(sum/(2*drad+1)); 
    end   
            end 
        else 
            for dz = -dlong:dlong 
                loop = 0; 
                for iy = -dtang:dtang 
                    for ix = -drad:drad 
                        loop = loop + 1; 
                        nvar = nvar + 1; 
                        trnset(i,nvar) = double(handles.orig(y+dy(loop),x+dx(loop),z+dz)); 
                    end 
    end   
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
[name, respathname] = uiputfile('*.mat', 'Save training set as:'); 
save(strcat(respathname,name),'trnset','-v4'); 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = loadfeatures_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Loads an earlier saved feature volume from a file 
 
[name, pathname] = uigetfile('*.mat', 'Load features from file:'); 
tmp = load(strcat(pathname,name)); 
[ymax xmax zmax] = size(tmp.feature); 
if handles.ymax==ymax & handles.xmax==xmax handles.zmax==zmax % Makes sure that the log and the feature 
volume have the same size 
 handles.markfeature = 1; 
 handles.feature = tmp.feature; 
 handles.ctlog = handles.orig; 
 handles.ctlog = immultiply(handles.ctlog,handles.feature==0); 
 handles.ctlog = imadd(handles.ctlog,imsubtract(immultiply(handles.feature>0,255),handles.feature)); 
 handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 guidata(h,handles); 
else 
    errordlg('Feature volume has wrong size','Error'); 
end 
clear tmp; 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = savefeature_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% Saves the present feature volume as a *.mat file 
 
[name, respathname] = uiputfile('*.mat', 'Save features as:'); 
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feature = handles.feature; 
save(strcat(respathname,name),'feature'); 
clear feature 
 
 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = save_logcylcoord_tag_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
 
[name, respathname] = uiputfile('*.mat', 'Save log in cylindrical coordinates as:'); 
log_cylcoord = handles.log_cylcoord; 
save(strcat(respathname,name),'log_cylcoord'); 
clear log_cylcoord 
 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function varargout = load_and_analyze_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
%%% Load images and find sap, pith, and shape all on one command. 
%% The reason for this is to try to keep handles within the RAM of the system, 
%% such that there's no load up time between the virtual memory and the physical memory. 
%% One note though... 
%% If cylcoord is added to the handles as it is right now, (depending on memory size) 
%% the load up time might still exist. 
 
%%% loading images... 
 
[handles.orig,handles.name,handles.ymax,handles.xmax,handles.zmax] = read_dicom_or_tif_log; 
%%% preallocation for cross, hor, and vert 
handles.cross(handles.ymax, handles.xmax) = uint8(0); 
handles.hor(1,handles.xmax,handles.zmax) = uint8(0); 
handles.vert(handles.ymax,1,handles.zmax) = uint8(0); 
 
%%%// preallocation for the shape structure. 
%%// the suggestion for this is to change it from 
%%// handles.shape(z).xsap(i) to 
%%// handles.xsap(z,i) 
%%// I believe it sould make it faster since handles.xsap(z,i) is a less complicated Matlab indexing. 
shape(1:handles.zmax) = struct('xsap', zeros(1,360), 'ysap', zeros(1,360), 'rsap', zeros(1,360), 'xheart', zeros(1,360),... 
     'yheart', zeros(1,360), 'rheart', zeros(1,360)); 
 handles.shape = shape; 
 clear shape; 
 
%%// preallocation 
handles.foundpith = uint8(0); 
handles.foundshape = uint8(0); 
handles.findyearrings = uint8(1); 
handles.markfeature = uint8(0); 
 
tmp  = inputdlg('Field of view for CT images (mm)','Field of View',1,{'500'}); 
handles.crosscale = str2num(tmp{1,1})/handles.xmax; 
 
tmp  = inputdlg('Distance between images (mm)','Scale in the lenthwise direction',1,{'10'}); 
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handles.lengthscale  = str2num(tmp{1,1}); 
 
handles.xc = ceil(handles.xmax/2); 
handles.xspan = floor((handles.xmax-1)/2); 
handles.yc = ceil(handles.ymax/2); 
handles.yspan = floor((handles.ymax-1)/2); 
handles.ctlog = handles.orig; % ctlog is the data used for visualization, orig is the original data used for calculations 
handles.lut = bw256;   
handles.newlut = handles.lut; % lut is the original look-up table, newlut makes it possible to use sliders to change 
the look-up table 
handles.lscale = 10; 
handles.hightresh = 240;   % values between sapthres and highthres are red in newlut 
handles.sapthres = 240; 
handles.x = floor(handles.xmax/2); 
handles.y = floor(handles.ymax/2); 
handles.z = 1; 
 
% Initiate Sliders 
set(handles.xpos_slider_tag,'Max',handles.xmax); 
set(handles.xpos_slider_tag,'SliderStep',[1/handles.xmax 0.1]); 
set(handles.xpos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.x); 
set(handles.show_xpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.x)); 
set(handles.ypos_slider_tag,'Max',handles.ymax); 
set(handles.ypos_slider_tag,'SliderStep',[1/handles.ymax 0.1]); 
set(handles.ypos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.y); 
set(handles.show_ypos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.y)); 
set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'Max',handles.zmax); 
set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'Value',handles.z); 
set(handles.zpos_slider_tag,'SliderStep',[1/handles.zmax 0.1]); 
set(handles.show_zpos_tag,'String',num2str(handles.z)); 
 
set(handles.hightresh_slider,'Max',handles.hightresh); 
set(handles.hightresh_slider,'Value',handles.hightresh); 
set(handles.showhightresh,'String',num2str(handles.hightresh)); 
 
set(handles.sapthres_slider,'Max',handles.sapthres); 
set(handles.sapthres_slider,'Value',handles.sapthres); 
set(handles.showsapthres,'String',num2str(handles.sapthres)); 
 
clear tmp; 
 
% Cut images and show them 
handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
 
 
 
%%%%% finding Sapwood Threshold 
[histdata, x] = imhist(handles.orig); 
[index,value] = localmin(histdata,10); 
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valueIndex = find(index >= 65); 
 
handles.sapthres = index(valueIndex(1)); 
set(handles.sapthres_slider,'Value',handles.sapthres); 
handles.newlut = densinterval(handles.lut,handles.sapthres,handles.hightresh); 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
imshow(handles.cross,handles.newlut); 
axes(handles.showhor_tag); 
imshow(handles.hor,handles.newlut); 
set(handles.showsapthres,'String',num2str(handles.sapthres)); 
 
clear hisdata; 
clear x; 
clear index; 
clear value; 
clear valueIndex; 
 
 
%%%%%%%% Finding pith of the log 
handles.pith.x(handles.zmax) = uint16(0); 
handles.pith.y(handles.zmax) = uint16(0); 
 
handles.foundpith = uint8(1); 
hwait = waitbar(0,'Finding the pith. Please wait...'); 
 
 
if handles.xmax==256 % Filtersizes suitable for 256by256 images (according to initial tests) 
    medianfiltsize = 7; 
    elementsize = 8; 
    handles.crossize = 2; 
else                 % Filtersizes suitable for 512by512 images (according to initial tests) 
    medianfiltsize = 14; 
    elementsize = 16; 
    handles.crossize = 5; 
end 
 
%%// potential change 
for z = 1:handles.zmax 
%%// mearsurepithpos takes a long time.  use varagout and varagin so that the for loop can be taken out. 
    [x,y] = measurepithpos(handles.orig(:,:,z),handles.sapthres,medianfiltsize,elementsize); 
    handles.pith.x(z) = round(x); 
    handles.pith.y(z) = round(y); 
    waitbar(z/handles.zmax) 
end 
 
clear x; 
clear y; 
clear elementsize; 
clear medianfiltsize; 
 
% Filter the pith coordinates (in the lengthwise direction) with a median filter 
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% followed by a smoothing (averaging) 
% The length of the filters should be adjusted when more data is accessible 
medianlength = 2; % Medianvalue over 1+2*medianlength 
averagelength = 5; % Averagevalue over 1+2*averagelength 
handles.pith.x = medfilt1_jo(handles.pith.x,medianlength); 
handles.pith.y = medfilt1_jo(handles.pith.y,medianlength); 
handles.pith.x = avgfilter(handles.pith.x,averagelength); 
handles.pith.y = avgfilter(handles.pith.y,averagelength); 
 
%% // if sparse can take 3 dimension, then the following for loop can be replaced. 
% % Mark the pith with a cross 
for z = 1:handles.zmax  
    handles.ctlog(round(handles.pith.y(z)-2:handles.pith.y(z)+2),round(handles.pith.x(z)),z) = 254; 
    handles.ctlog(round(handles.pith.y(z)),round(handles.pith.x(z)-2:handles.pith.x(z)+2),z) = 254; 
end 
 
clear z; 
clear medianlenght; 
clear averagelength; 
 
close(hwait) 
 
 
%%%% Version of find shape. 
 
%%// trial allocation to replace handles.shape(z) 
xsap_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
rsap_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
ysap_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
xheart_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
yheart_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
rheart_temp = zeros(handles.zmax, 360); 
 
 
deg_dist  = inputdlg('Angular distance between points (degrees)','Shape detection',1,{'10'}); %%%%%/////1 
deg_dist = str2num(deg_dist{1,1}); 
 
filterlength  = inputdlg('Length of tangential filter for heartwood border. 0 means no filtering','Heartwood 
filter',1,{'5'}); %%%%///30 
filterlength = str2num(filterlength{1,1}); 
 
handles.foundshape = 1; 
hwait = waitbar(0,'Finding the shape of the log. Please wait...'); 
 
%%% preallocation for log_cylcoord. 
handles.log_cylcoord(size(handles.orig,1),360,handles.zmax) = uint8(0); 
 
for z = 1:handles.zmax 
    % Find the shape of the cross section and the heartwood/sapwood border 
  %%// temp preallocation usage.   
  %%// without handles.log_cylcoord, this would be much faster. 
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[xsap_temp(z,:),ysap_temp(z,:),rsap_temp(z,:),xheart_temp(z,:),yheart_temp(z,:),rheart_temp(z,:),... 
     handles.shape(z).x_yearring,handles.shape(z).y_yearring, handles.log_cylcoord(:,:,z)] =... 
        
find_cross_section_shape(handles.orig(:,:,z),handles.pith.x(z),handles.pith.y(z),handles.sapthres,deg_dist,handles.x
max,filterlength,handles.findyearrings); 
    waitbar(z/handles.zmax) %%%%//// 
     
 
 
     
    % Mark the shape of the cross section and the heartwood/sapwood border 
 
    for i = 1:size(ysap_temp,2)         
        handles.ctlog(ysap_temp(z,i),xsap_temp(z,i),z) = 254; 
        handles.ctlog(yheart_temp(z,i),xheart_temp(z,i),z) = 254; 
    end 
     
    if handles.findyearrings 
        % Mark year rings 
        for i=1:length(handles.shape(z).y_yearring) 
            handles.ctlog(handles.shape(z).y_yearring(i),handles.shape(z).x_yearring(i),z) = 254; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
%%// this loop is used to copy all the temp back to the handles.. 
%%// this loop doesn't take much time. 
 for i=1:handles.zmax 
     handles.shape(i).xsap = xsap_temp(i,:); 
     handles.shape(i).ysap = ysap_temp(i,:); 
     handles.shape(i).rsap = rsap_temp(i,:); 
     handles.shape(i).xheart = xheart_temp(i,:); 
     handles.shape(i).yheart = yheart_temp(i,:); 
     handles.shape(i).rheart = rheart_temp(i,:); 
 end 
  
 clear xsap_temp; 
 clear ysap_temp; 
 clear rsap_temp; 
 clear xheart_temp; 
 clear yheart_temp; 
 clear rheart_temp; 
 
 
close(hwait) 
 
 
%%// long time when it is done after the FindShape and the FindPith call 
%%// In this LoadAndAnalysis function, the one in FindPith part of the codes 
%%// has been taken out as it is unnecessary.  The one in FindShape has been  
%%// copied and placed underneath.  This is an attempt to keep 
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%%// handles within the physical memory as well. 
%%// At times, this would speed it up greatly.  These are usually time 
%%// when cylcoord is not used.  But once cylcoord is used, the time it 
%%// takes for the following codes suddenly jumps... 
 
% handles = cutshowct(h,handles); 
 
%%% cutshowct implementation... 
 
 
handles.cross = reshape(handles.ctlog(:,:,handles.z),[handles.ymax handles.xmax]); 
handles.cross(handles.y,:) = 255; 
handles.cross(:,handles.x) = 255; 
 
axes(handles.showcross_tag); 
imshow(handles.cross,handles.newlut); 
 
handles.hor = reshape(handles.ctlog(handles.y,:,:),[handles.xmax handles.zmax]); 
handles.hor = imresize(handles.hor,[handles.xmax ... 
        round(handles.lscale*handles.zmax)],'nearest'); 
ztmp = round(1+handles.lscale*(handles.z-1)); 
handles.hor(:,ztmp:ztmp+1) = 255; 
handles.hor(handles.x:handles.x+1,:) = 255; 
axes(handles.showhor_tag); 
imshow(handles.hor,handles.newlut); 
 
handles.vert = reshape(handles.ctlog(:,handles.x,:),[handles.ymax handles.zmax]); 
handles.vert = imresize(handles.vert,[handles.ymax ... 
        round(handles.lscale*handles.zmax)],'nearest'); 
handles.vert(:,ztmp:ztmp+1) = 255; 
handles.vert(handles.y:handles.y+1,:) = 255; 
axes(handles.showvert_tag); 
imshow(handles.vert,handles.newlut); 
 
%%%% end cutshowct implemenation. 
guidata(h,handles); 
 
 
% Finds peaks in signal for boundary and SHAPE IN CT 
 
function [peakindex,peakval] = findpeaks2_jo(v); 
% index = findpeaks2_jo(in) 
% 
% Finds peaks in signal. 
% The idea is to use to the standarddeviation of  
% the signal (except beginning and end) as a threshold value 
 
% % % This file is ran almost 9000 times for 40 image files 
% % % at the standard "findshape" parametres.  It's total time 
% % % is about 15 seconds.  This is not that much considering that 
% % % it ran about 9000 times.  It's time/run is at 0.001736 seconds. 
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% % % This is actually better than most of the other functions.  It may 
% % % improve such that if this file takes the whole image file rather than 
% % % a vector at a time, the number of loops can be reduce to 
% % % about just over 1000 times for the same environment.  Then the time 
% % % might be reduced.  However, it would be rather difficult in 
% % % keeping a well organized function when coding this since 
% % % every column and row of the image has a different thres, minv, 
% % % max.  And also noting that the program must reconize the situation 
% % % where it is comparring values of one column to a different column.  This 
% % % situation should be ignored.  Also, if we were to change this function to 
% % % reading a whole image, then we must also note that it has to work 
% % % for the find_cross_section_shape function as well, which uses a vector 
% % % input. 
 
[r,c]=size(v); 
if r>c 
    v = v'; 
end 
 
peakindex = []; 
peakval = []; 
newpeak = 0; 
npts = length(v); 
npeak = 0; 
%% changed to i = 2 
i = 2; 
v = double(v); 
minv = v(1); 
 
offset = floor(0.1*npts); 
thres = std(v(offset:npts-offset)); 
 
% % The method used in this file was derived from 
% % the method used previously.  The only change 
% % now is that the for loop will not search through 
% % the whole "v" vector, but only search through 
% % an array that contains all the local max 
% % and local min of the vector v.  This means that the loop 
% % runs about 70 to 80 times less than before since 
% % the vector v contains between 90 to 94 points.  Total 
% % max and min points are about 20 points. 
 
%%  Possible Improvements 
% Since it is simple and quick to find all the 
% possible max and min value of a matrix, this file 
% may be simplified by evaluating the whole matrix 
% at the same time. 
 
 
k = 2 : (npts - 1); 
% Finds all the local maximum. 
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possibleMax = find(v(k)>v(k+1) & v(k)>=v(k-1)); 
possibleMax = possibleMax + 1; 
% Finds all the local minimum 
possibleMin = find(v(k)<v(k+1) & v(k)<=v(k-1)); 
possibleMin = possibleMin + 1; 
% puts the local max and local min into one array. 
MaxMinArray = [possibleMin possibleMax]; 
% sorts the array in ascending order 
MaxMinArray = sort(MaxMinArray); 
 
% looping from the first value to the last value in MaxMinArray 
for i = 1:length(MaxMinArray) 
% condition runs if a new peak is found before the threshold value is reached 
    if newpeak & v(MaxMinArray(i))>= peakv 
        peakindex(npeak) = MaxMinArray(i); 
        peakval(npeak) = v(MaxMinArray(i)); 
        peakv = v(MaxMinArray(i)); 
% condition runs when it is looking for a new peak 
    elseif ~newpeak & (v(MaxMinArray(i))-minv)>thres%*(peakv-minv) 
        newpeak = 1; 
        npeak = npeak + 1; 
        peakindex(npeak) = MaxMinArray(i); 
        peakval(npeak) = v(MaxMinArray(i)); 
        peakv = v(MaxMinArray(i)); 
% condition runs to set a new minv value after a new peak was found 
    elseif newpeak & (peakv-v(MaxMinArray(i)))>=thres%*(peakv-minv) 
        newpeak = 0; 
        minv = v(MaxMinArray(i)); 
% condition runs when ther is no new peak and the minv needs to be set. 
    elseif ~newpeak & v(MaxMinArray(i))<minv 
        minv = v(MaxMinArray(i)); 
    end 
end 
     
function lines = pithloc3(in,nrow); 
% Finds the the normal to the main directions 
% in different parts of the image 
% The parts have size nrow x nrow  
% nrow should be an even number 
 
% % % 96% of the time used in this file is on running the finddirection function, 
% % % which is out of any of the loopse in this function.  To speed this function up, 
% % % finddirection function must be improved. 
 
lines.nlines = 0; 
[rowmax,colmax] = size(in); 
lines.rowmax = rowmax; 
lines.colmax = colmax; 
nr = floor(min(rowmax,colmax)/nrow); 
 
% for row = 0:nr-1 
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%     for kol = 0:nr-1 
%         image = in((1+nrow*row):(nrow+nrow*row),(1+nrow*kol):(nrow+nrow*kol)); 
%         fftimage = fftshift(abs(fft2(image(2:nrow,2:nrow)))); 
%         [angle,maxvalue] = finddirection(fftimage); 
%         if maxvalue>0 
%             lines.nlines = lines.nlines + 1; 
%             lines.line(lines.nlines).fi = angle; 
%             lines.line(lines.nlines).maxvalue = maxvalue; 
%             lines.line(lines.nlines).x0 = round(((1+nrow*kol)+(nrow+nrow*kol))/2); 
%             lines.line(lines.nlines).y0 = round(((1+nrow*row)+(nrow+nrow*row))/2); 
%         end 
%     end  
% end 
 
 
%% // This is the modified version of the above for 
%% // when we put in all the little pieces of one image 
%% // at once rather then one piece at a time. 
%% // there is no time or accuracy addvantage in doing it 
%% // this way, but it allows the last for loop 
%% // to be solved when availible.  The finddirection function 
%% // is only ran once.  It is on the verge of vectorization. 
%% // The only thing that is missing is that the radon function 
%% // needs to be able to solve several pieces at a time. 
i = 1; 
for row = 0:nr-1 
    for kol = 0:nr-1 
        image(:,:,i) = in((1+nrow*row):(nrow+nrow*row),(1+nrow*kol):(nrow+nrow*kol)); 
        fftimage(:,:,i) = fftshift(abs(fft2(image(2:nrow,2:nrow, i)))); 
        x0(i) = round(((1+nrow*kol)+(nrow+nrow*kol))/2); 
        y0(i) = round(((1+nrow*row)+(nrow+nrow*row))/2); 
        i = i + 1; 
    end  
end 
 
[angle,maxvalue] = finddirection(fftimage); 
        
 
index = find(maxvalue > 0); 
lines.nlines = length(index); 
 
for k = 1:lines.nlines 
     
    lines.line(k).fi = angle(index(k)); 
    lines.line(k).maxvalue = maxvalue(index(k)); 
    lines.line(k).x0 = x0(k); 
    lines.line(k).y0 = y0(k); 
end 
 
function [x,y,imheartcenter] = measurepithpos(image,heartthreshold,medianfiltsize,elementsize); 
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% Finds the position of the pith in image 
% heartthreshold is the threshold limit for separation between heartwood and sapwood 
 
%%% The profiler has shown that most of the time spent within this 
%%% file are on the functions: pithloc3, immakepeak, bwfill, and findlimits. 
%%% for possible speed up, please refer to these functions. 
 
%% need to add the image files that this uses in order 
%% for this to become stand-alone compatible..eg. strel.m 
 
yoffset = 0; 
xoffset = 0; 
% Original algorithm, more accurate for some logs 
% [ymax xmax] = size(image); 
% imfilt(ymax,xmax) = uint8(0); 
% imheart(ymax,xmax) = uint8(0); 
% imfilt = medfilt2(image,[medianfiltsize medianfiltsize]); 
% imheart = ~bwfill(imfilt>heartthreshold,1,1,8); 
 
% New algorithm, twice as fast 
imheart = ~bwfill(image>heartthreshold,1,1,8); % Returns thresholded heartwood 
medianfiltsize = floor(medianfiltsize); 
se=strel('square',medianfiltsize); 
imheart = imerode(imheart,se); 
 
[xmax,xmin,ymax,ymin] = findlimits(imheart);   % Finds the borders of the heartwood 
ydiff = round((ymax-ymin)/6); 
xdiff = round((xmax-xmin)/6); 
imheartcenter = image(ymin+ydiff+yoffset:ymax-ydiff+yoffset,xmin+xdiff+xoffset:xmax-xdiff+xoffset); % Should 
return an image with only heartwood 
imheartcenter = immakepeak(imheartcenter); % Finds peaks and ridges in the image, enhances the dominating 
directions 
lines = pithloc3(imheartcenter,elementsize); % Returns lines describing the dominating "directions" in different 
parts of the image 
imlines = drawlines3(lines,0); % Draws lines describing the dominating directions, adding the lines together when 
the intersect 
filt=ones(3); 
filt=filt/sum(sum(filt));  
imlinesfilt=imfilter(imlines,filt); % Smoothing 
[m,x]=max(max(imlinesfilt)); % Find maxima (x-coordinate) 
[m,y]=max(max(imlinesfilt')); % Find maxima (y-coordinate) 
x=x+xmin+xdiff-1+xoffset; 
y=y+ymin+ydiff-1+yoffset; 
 
clear imheart; 
clear imheartcenter; 
clear imlinesfilt; 
clear filt; 
clear m; 
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function return_handles = save_shape_and_pith(h,handles) 
 
% return_handles = save_shape_and_pith(h,handles) 
%  
% Saves data describing the shape of the log 
 
[name, pathname] = uiputfile('*.txt', 'Save shape and pith co-ordinates:'); 
 
% Log name 
if ~strcmp(name(end-3:end),'.txt'); 
    name = strcat(name,'.txt'); 
end 
resfile = fopen(strcat(pathname,name),'w'); 
fprintf(resfile,strcat('Filename: ',handles.name,'\r\n')); 
 
% Scale 
fprintf(resfile,'Cross-sectional scale (mm/pixel):\r\n'); 
fprintf(resfile,'%g\r\n',handles.crosscale); 
fprintf(resfile,'Lengthwise scale (mm/slice):\r\n'); 
fprintf(resfile,'%g\r\n',handles.lengthscale); 
 
% Size of images 
fprintf(resfile,'Image size and number of images (xmax ymax zmax):\r\n'); 
fprintf(resfile,'%g\t%g\t%g\r\n',handles.ymax,handles.xmax,handles.zmax); 
 
% Pith position and shape of Cross sections: 
for z = 1:handles.zmax 
    fprintf(resfile,'Slice nr: %g\r\n',z); 
     
    fprintf(resfile,'Pith co-ordinates (x y z):\r\n'); 
    fprintf(resfile,'%g\t%g\t%g\r\n',handles.pith.x(z),handles.pith.y(z),z); 
     
    fprintf(resfile,'Number of points describing the outer shape:\r\n'); 
    fprintf(resfile,'%g\r\n',length(handles.shape(z).xsap)); 
     
    fprintf(resfile,'Outer shape (x y z):\r\n'); 
    for i = 1:length(handles.shape(z).xsap) 
        fprintf(resfile,'%g\t%g\t%g\r\n',handles.shape(z).xsap(i),handles.shape(z).ysap(i),z); 
    end 
     
    fprintf(resfile,'Number of points describing the heartwood/sapwood boundary:\r\n'); 
    fprintf(resfile,'%g\r\n',length(handles.shape(z).xheart)); 
     
    fprintf(resfile,'Heartwood/sapwood boundary (x y z):\r\n'); 
    for i = 1:length(handles.shape(z).xheart) 
        fprintf(resfile,'%g\t%g\t%g\r\n',handles.shape(z).xheart(i),handles.shape(z).yheart(i),z); 
    end 
     
end 
 
fclose(resfile); 
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return_handles = handles; 
 
function imres = drawlines3(lines,weight); 
 
% Draws lines described by the structure lines 
% if weight==1, then the different directions  have 
% different weight depending on how clear they are 
 
imres = zeros(lines.rowmax,lines.colmax); 
sum = 0; 
 
%%%/// preallocation for maxvalue 
maxvalue = [lines.line(1:lines.nlines).maxvalue]; 
% for i = 1:lines.nlines 
%     maxvalue(i) = lines.line(i).maxvalue; 
% end 
% highlimit = mean(maxvalue) + std(maxvalue); 
% lowlimit = mean(maxvalue) - std(maxvalue); 
meanvalue = mean(maxvalue); 
 
%%// preallocation for x0, y0, fi 
x0 = [lines.line(1:lines.nlines).x0]; 
y0 = [lines.line(1:lines.nlines).y0]; 
fi = [lines.line(1:lines.nlines).fi]*pi/180; 
if weight == 1 
    add = maxvalue; 
else 
    add = ones(lines.nlines); 
end 
 
 
for i = 1:lines.nlines 
    if lines.line(i).maxvalue>meanvalue; % Only the more dominating lines are used 
 
%        This method of implementation simply uses the line equation 
%        to graph the lines that are given to the function.  As the slope and the origin 
%        of the lines are known, the end points of the line can be retrieved.  The program 
%        retrieve four points since there is a boundary that the endpoints has to fit to. 
%          Once the a pair of endpoints are retrieved,  the program will develope a  
%          function of x, and draw the line.  To improve the accuracy and to ensure that 
%          every pixel of the line are marked, a function of y for the same line is also developed 
%          and drawn.  This method has speed up this file by about 1 second and still hold some 
%          potential in vectorizing the "for" loop.  The accuracy seems to be better than the previous 
%          version.  Some data has been gather to compare the original and the new version. This file 
%          is an excel file called "drawlines3_compare". 
        
       % preallocation for pts array 
        pts = zeros(4,2); 
        t = fi(i); 
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        % pts that lay on the line that can be endpoints for the line. 
        %%%// pts(y,x) is the array that contains the possible endpoints from the 4 known boundary condition 
        %%%// 4 known boundary conditions are... 
        %%% x = 0, y = 0, x = colmax, y = rowmax.. 
        %% The following finds the corresponding x or y value of the boundary condition. 
       pts(1,1) = round((1 - x0(i))*tan(t) + y0(i)); 
       pts(2,1) = round((lines.colmax - x0(i))*tan(t) + y0(i)); 
    
       pts(3,2) = round((1-y0(i))/tan(t)+x0(i)); 
       pts(4,2) = round((lines.rowmax - y0(i))/tan(t) + x0(i)); 
        
        
       % finds the possible end point value from the (1,1) and the (2,1) position 
       locationR = find(pts(1:2,1) > 0 & pts(1:2,1) <= lines.rowmax); 
       % finds the possible end point value from the (3,2) and the (4,2) position 
       locationX = find(pts(3:4,2) > 0 & pts(3:4, 2) <= lines.colmax); 
       % increase the index by 2 
       locationX = locationX + 2; 
        
       % add the two findings together. 
       locationR = [locationR; locationX]; 
        
       % fill in the rest of the points coordinate 
       % the pts array is stored in such a way: 
       % column 1 are y values, column 2 are x values 
       % row 1 contains the point if x is at the xmin boundary 
       % row 2 contains the point if x is at the xmax boundary 
       % row 3 contains the point if y is at the ymin boundary 
       % row 4 contains the point if y is at the ymax boundary 
        pts(1,2) = 1; 
        pts(2,2) = lines.colmax; 
        pts(3,1) = 1; 
        pts(4,1) = lines.rowmax; 
        
       % These contains the end points value that are choosen. 
       xlimit1 = pts(locationR(1),2); 
       xlimit2 = pts(locationR(2),2); 
       ylimit1 = pts(locationR(1),1); 
       ylimit2 = pts(locationR(2),1); 
        
       %  function of X Codes------------------------ 
        
       % derives the amount of looping and the range of x 
       if xlimit1 > xlimit2 
           xlimit2 = xlimit2 + 1; 
           xlimit1 = xlimit1 -1; 
           x = xlimit2:xlimit1; 
           k = xlimit1-xlimit2; 
       else 
           xlimit2 = xlimit2 - 1; 
           xlimit1 = xlimit1 +1; 
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           x = xlimit1:xlimit2; 
           k = xlimit2-xlimit1; 
       end 
        
       % set the array y as results from the line operation. 
       y = round((x - x0(i))*tan(t)+y0(i)); 
        
       % inputs the values to the imres array. 
        
       % sparsing allows entering of points using vectors... 
       % sparsing also uses a lower amount of memory. 
       temp = sparse(y,x,add(i),lines.rowmax,lines.colmax); 
       imres = imres + temp; 
         
       %% Start of the function of y codes ------------ 
       %% please refer to the above codes as it is almost a replica of the 
       %% previous section 
        if ylimit1 > ylimit2 
           ylimit2 = ylimit2 + 1; 
           ylimit1 = ylimit1 -1; 
           y = ylimit2:ylimit1; 
           k = ylimit1-ylimit2; 
       else 
           ylimit2 = ylimit2 - 1; 
           ylimit1 = ylimit1 +1; 
           y = ylimit1:ylimit2; 
           k = ylimit2-ylimit1; 
       end 
        
       x = round((y - y0(i))/tan(t) + x0(i));; 
       temp = sparse(y,x,add(i),lines.rowmax,lines.colmax); 
       imres = imres + temp; 
        
 
    end   
end 
 
%function [SapHeart,x_yearring, y_yearring, im_cylcoord] = 
find_cross_section_shape(im,xpith,ypith,sapthres,deg_dist,xmax,filterlength,findyearrings,index); 
%%%// the above function definition was used to reduce the indexing 
%%// when one calls this function. 
%%// SapHeart basically stores all sap and heart arrays into one 6 by 360 array. 
%%// At the moment, the performance of the two version cannot be compared directly. 
%%// When there's no more memory problem, it would be wise to compare these versions. 
function [xsap,ysap,rsap,xheart,yheart,rheart,x_yearring, y_yearring, im_cylcoord] = 
find_cross_section_shape(im,xpith,ypith,sapthres,deg_dist,xmax,filterlength,findyearrings,index); 
 
% Finds the shape of a cross section of a log 
% xsap,ysap,xheart,yheart are vectors with coordinates describing the shape of the log 
% x_yearring,y_yearring are vectors with coordinates describing the anuual rings within the heartwood 
% im is the image of the cross section 
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% xpith,ypith is the position of the pith 
% Density values > sapthres are defined as sapwood 
% deg_dist is the angle interval between the points, 
% deg_dist=10 means that the shape of the cross section is measured for every 10 degrees 
% around the circumference 
% The log and heartwood radii are the interpolated to give a value for every degree 
% xmax is the size of the image (e.g. 256 for an image with 256 by 256 pixels) 
% im_cylcoord is the image of the cross section transformed to cylindrical coordinates and filtered in the radial 
direction 
 
 
 
 
%%% in order to improve the visablity of this file so 
%%% that I may try to vectorize the overall for loop, 
%%% the commented out lines and original codes has been 
%%% taken out.  To refer to a file that has these commented out 
%%% lines, please refer to back up for june 6. 
 
 
x_yearring = []; 
y_yearring = []; 
im_cylcoord(xmax,360) = uint8(0); 
% im_cylcoord = zeros(xmax,360); 
 
npt = 0; 
yrpt = 0; 
 
for deg = deg_dist:deg_dist:360 
     
    npt = npt + 1; 
    % Measure profile 
    fi = deg*pi/180; 
    cosfi = cos(fi); 
    sinfi = sin(fi); 
    r = 1; 
    outside = 0; 
    xend = xpith; 
    yend = ypith; 
     
    %%%/// codes for searching r without looping. 
    rxmax(1) = (1-xpith)/cosfi; 
    rxmax(2) = (xmax - xpith)/cosfi; 
    rxmax(3) = (1-ypith)/sinfi; 
    rxmax(4) = (xmax-ypith)/sinfi; 
    posval = find(rxmax > 0); 
    rmax = round(min(rxmax(posval))); 
    valcheck(1) = round(xpith + rmax*cosfi); 
    valcheck(2) = round(ypith + rmax*sinfi); 
    check = find((valcheck > xmax) | (valcheck < 1)); 
    if ~isempty(check) 
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        rmax = rmax -1; 
    end 
     
    r = 1: rmax; 
    xp = round(xpith + r*cosfi); 
    yp = round(ypith + r*sinfi); 
    %     xp = x; 
    %     yp = y; 
     
    val = zeros(1,rmax); 
    imIndex = (xp(r)-1)*xmax + yp(r); 
    val(r) = [im(imIndex)]; 
     
     
    valfilt = zeros(1,rmax); 
    valfilt=medfilt1_jo(val,10); % Filter the density profile, the filterlength probably has to be adjusted according to 
resolution 
    im_cylcoord(1:length(valfilt),deg) = valfilt'; 
     
    %%//replacement codes 
    % % By using the find function, we can search through an array for a certain  
    % % criteria without looping.  This obviously increases the speed as it does not 
    % % have to run 2 hundred and so times per looping command. 
    % % They have been checked such that they produced the same result as the while loops. 
     
    index = find(val >= sapthres); 
    if isempty(index) 
        index = 1; 
    end 
     
    xsap(npt) = xp(index(end)); 
    ysap(npt) = yp(index(end)); 
     
    Newindex = find(valfilt(1:index(end)) >= sapthres); 
    if(isempty(Newindex)) 
        Newindex = 1; 
    end 
    Nextindex = find(valfilt(1:Newindex(end)) < sapthres); 
    if(isempty(Nextindex)) 
        Nextindex = 1; 
    end 
     
    xheart(npt) = xp(Nextindex(end)); 
    yheart(npt) = yp(Nextindex(end)); 
     
    %%// i is re-index to where it would be left off if the while loop ran 
    i = Nextindex(length(Nextindex)); 
%     Find the annual rings 
    if findyearrings & i>10 
        [index,value] = findpeaks2_jo(val(1:i-1)); 
        if length(index)>0 
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            %%%%/// vectorization of a for loop 
            iyr = 1:length(index); 
            yrpt = yrpt + 1:(length(index)+yrpt); 
            x_yearring(yrpt) = xp(index(iyr)); 
            y_yearring(yrpt) = yp(index(iyr)); 
            yrpt = yrpt(length(yrpt)); 
             
        end 
    end 
     
end 
%%%%%////// deg for loop ends here. 
clear val; 
clear valfilt; 
clear Nextindex; 
clear index; 
clear iyr; 
clear yrpt; 
clear rxmax; 
clear valcheck; 
clear xp; 
clear yp; 
 
 
if filterlength>1 
 % Filter knots in heartwoodborder with a 1+2*fl long median filter 
    % The operation is a tangential filtering of the heartwood radii 
    fl = floor(filterlength/2); 
     
 npt = 0; 
  
%     %%%% // vectorization of r, deg, npt. 
    deg = deg_dist: deg_dist: 360; 
    npt = npt + 1: (npt + 360/deg_dist); 
    r = sqrt((xheart(npt) - xpith).^2 + (yheart(npt) - ypith).^2); 
     
 r = medfilt1_jo(r,fl); 
  
    %%%%//// vectorization for xheart, yheart and fi 
%     npt = 0; 
%     deg = deg_dist: deg_dist: 360;  %% this is repeat 
%     npt = npt + 1: (npt + 360/deg_dist);  %% this is repeat 
    fi = deg*pi/180; 
    xheart(npt) = round(xpith + r(npt).*cos(fi)); 
    yheart(npt) = round(ypith + r(npt).*sin(fi)); 
    npt = npt(length(npt)); 
     
 
end 
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if deg_dist>1 %& npts360 
    % Interpolate logshape 
    % This gives values every degree for log radius 
    % The interpolation is a linear interpolation of the radius 
     
    %%// start of vectorizing for interpolate logshape 
     
% % %     r1 and r2 are pretty self explanitory as it is pretty much the same as 
% % %     the original version.  The only difference is that it is now a matrix 
% % %     of all the values from 1 to npt. 
% % %     fi is a vector from 1 to deg_dist, which originally was a scalar. 
% % %     Inoder to get rid of the two for loops, investigation on the original program 
% % %     suggest that everytime the interpolation codes ran, a total of 360 x,y,r values 
% % %     are achieved.  With this in mind, vectoration seem possible.  Starting with the 
% % %     lines that are looped the least (r1, and r2) and work my way up.  As r1 and r2 are 
% % %     vectorized, the outer for loop can be ignored.  In order to get rid of the inner for loop, 
% % %     the math equations of the original version needs to be converted to matrix math operators 
% % %     and also the matrices has to be in the same dimensions.  However, fi is in a 
% % %     different dimension as the other.  In order to go around this problem, r1,r2,fi 
% % %     are replicated using the "repmat" function such that the three matrices size are 
% % %     the same.  When that is done, then the vectorization is completed. 
 
% % % The linear interpolation used here is a predefined function from matlab. 
% % % It produces the same result as the previous one. 
     
  %%%// creating a r1 that goes all the way around.. 
    i = 2:npt; 
    r1 = zeros(1,npt + 1); 
    r1(1) = sqrt((ysap(end)-ypith).^2+(xsap(end)-xpith).^2); 
    r1(i) = sqrt((ysap(i-1)-ypith).^2+(xsap(i-1)-xpith).^2); 
    r1(npt + 1) = r1(1); 
     
    angle = 0:deg_dist:360; 
    angleInp = 1:360; 
    %%%%//// the 'linear' below can be substitude with different mehtod 
    %%% of interopolation.  Refer to "interp1" for further options 
    rtmp = interp1(angle,r1,angleInp,'linear','extrap'); 
     
%     %% vectorized form of the angle firad. 
    firad = pi/180:pi/180:2*pi; 
    x(1:360) = round(xpith + rtmp(1:360) .* cos(firad)); 
    y(1:360) = round(ypith + rtmp(1:360) .* sin(firad)); 
    r(1:360) = round(rtmp(1:360)); 
     
    xsap = x; 
    ysap = y; 
    rsap = r; 
     
    % Interpolate heartwood 
    % This gives values every degree for heartwood radius 
    % The interpolation is a linear interpolation of the radius 
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    %%%/// New codes for interpolate heartwood 
    %%// It is the vectorized form of the original interpolation. 
    %%// the development is exactly the same as the interpolation 
    %%// for sapwood (above).  Please refer to that for further commenting. 
     
%         i = 2:npt;  %% has already been defined above. 
    r1 = zeros(1,npt + 1); 
    r1(1) = sqrt((yheart(end)-ypith).^2+(xheart(end)-xpith).^2); 
    r1(i) = sqrt((yheart(i-1)-ypith).^2+(xheart(i-1)-xpith).^2); 
    r1(npt+1) = r1(1); 
   
    rtmp = interp1(angle,r1,angleInp,'linear','extrap'); 
     
    firad = pi/180:pi/180:2*pi; 
    x(1:360) = round(xpith + rtmp(1:360) .* cos(firad)); 
    y(1:360) = round(ypith + rtmp(1:360) .* sin(firad)); 
    r(1:360) = round(rtmp(1:360)); 
     
    xheart = x; 
    yheart = y; 
    rheart = r; 
     
    clear x; 
    clear y; 
    clear r; 
    clear rtmp; 
    clear firad; 
    clear r1; 
    clear angle; 
    clear angleInp; 
    clear i; 
 
 
else 
    %%// vectorized rsap and rheart for the else condition. 
    i = 1:360; 
    rsap = sqrt((ysap(i)-ypith).^2+(xsap(i)-xpith).^2); 
    rheart = sqrt((yheart(i)-ypith).^2+(xheart(i)-xpith).^2); 
 
end 
 
%%%%% This part is a new addition...June 26, 2002 
%%%%% This is used to return saps and hearts in one single array. 
%  
% SapHeart = zeros(6,360); 
% SapHeart = [xsap; ysap;rsap;xheart;yheart;rheart]; 
 
function res = find_main_direction(in) 
 
% The function takes a matrix in 
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% where each row describes the coordinates for one point 
% The number of columns is the same as the number of dimensions and 
% the number of rows is the same as the number of points (pixels or voxels or what it is called in more than 3D) 
% 
% The algorithm calculates the most significant principal component (PC1), i.e a vector that describes 
% the dominating direction of the "point cloud" 
%  
% The result res is the direction of PC1, described as the angles between PC1 (e.g. a line) and the x, y and z 
direction 
 
[nobs,ndim] = size(in); 
in_centered=in-ones(nobs,1)*mean(in); % Center data 
[v,d]=eig(cov(in_centered)); % Find eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the covarians matrix, i.e. the principal 
components 
[m,pc1]=max(max(d,[],2),[],1); % Find the index for the most significant principal component 
res = (acos(v(:,pc1))*180/pi)'; % Calculate angles for each dimension 
 
 
% The following commands can be used to test the sensitivity to noise 
%  
%>> noiseamp = 
100;x=r*0.1+noiseamp*rand(1,1000);y=r*0.8+noiseamp*rand(1,1000);z=r*0.5+noiseamp*rand(1,1000); 
%>> pixels=[x' y' z'];find_main_direction(pixels) 
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